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ABSTRACT 

Blitzkrieg is a term that was born in 1939, yet 

its concept is as old as war, itself. Germany, which had 

been humiliated by the Treaty of Versailles, was determined 

to exploit fully two new weapons of the World War. The 

result was "lightning warfare." 

When the tank first appeared in 1916, it was 

grafted onto a strategy already proven ineffective. 

Although most military leaders realized cavalry maneuvers 

had become impractical--if not suicidal--in modern warfare, 

few recognized that the tank would be a throwback of this 

ancient weapon. Tanks, in the traditional role of cavalry, 

would owe no less of their success to morale than to actual 

destructive ability. 

This study was undertaken with the purpose of 

outlining the development of the weapons called tanks, 

focusing on their advancement during the war in which they 

played such an important part--World War Two. 

Several related topics will be investigated, 

including various types of armor protection and the role of 

tanks in the major campaigns of the war. Often referring 

to works by the greatest military minds in history, this 

study provides a look into the strategy of "indirect war

fare," giving testimony that ancient principles apply to 

the warfare of today. 
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CHAPTER I 

I N THE CLASSIC STYLE 

The war had been raging for just over four years. 

A virtual stalemate had reduced northern France to a waste

land, yet the advent of two new weapons, the tank and the 

airplane, revived hopes of restoring mobility to warf are. 

To the German soldiers facing the Allied lines nea r 

Amiens, August 8, 1918 foreboded nothing out of the ordi 

nary. True, a number of Canadian units had recently been 

introduced into the general area, but all reliable signs 

indicated the next Canadian offensive would be in Flanders. 

Meanwhile, locally -based Australian troops had extended 

their front to the south, thinning their own lines and 

creating what appeared to be a purely defensive posture. 

It was an ingenious deception. Over 1,900 Allied 

aircraft, concentrated in the vicinity of Amiens, discour

aged enemy observation craft and, at the same time, created 

a noise barrage to cover the rumble of a massive buildup. 

Further to guard secrecy, front -line troops were not 

informed of the plan until the day preceding the offensive. 

Zero -hour was scheduled for 4:20 A. M., August 8. 

They came without warning. Out of a thick, 

cl oaking ground mist clanked 456 British tanks, literal ly 

rolli ng over the German defen ses . The infan t r y advance and 
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artillery barrage, begun simultaneously with the advanco of 

the tanks, insured the rout. And although no vital communi 

cation lines were cut and no decisive tactical advantage was 

won, General Ludendorff labeled August 8 the "black day of 

the German Army in the history of the war." That day 

witnessed the surrender of approximately 21,000 German 

soldiers. The spirit was gone from the Kaiser's war effort. 

However, we are reminded this was not the first time tanks 

had upset German formations. Why, then, did this particular 

attack have such a demoralizing effect? The strike was much 

more than a mere penetration of trench positions. The 

morale of the General Staff and the battle -weary German 

soldiers was shaken from whet was perhaps the most complete 

surprise of the war, a mess armored stroke without the 
1 

usual preliminary artillery bombardmentl 

Captain B. H. Liddell Hart, considered by most 

experts to be the leading tactician of modern times, noted 

the offensive of August 8 would be an "object lesson for 

future soldiers. "2 

Although the tank dates only from 1916, when 

developed to meet the particular needs of that war, its 

lBasil H. Liddell Hart, The Real War 19lt-1918 
(Boston and Toronto: Little, Brown and Co,, l930, PP• 429-
30. 



concept is based on the same principles of mobility, pro 

tection, and offensive power that have influenced warfare 

since the dawn of history. 

The ancient chariot and the turreted ram of the 

Assyrians were founded on this concept. One unique varia

tion was the elephant corps employed by both Hannibal and 

Kublai Khan. For a brief period during the Middle Ages, 

Crusader knights dominated the battlefields, splendid with 

their superior horsemanship, shield and chain-mail 

protection, and their magnificent weapons. 

The later introduction of guns sharply limited the 

effectiveness of mounted soldiers. Further improvement of 

firearms following the Napoleonic Wars ended forever the 

common use of the massed cavalry charge. Only rarely in 

the past has cavalry dominated the weapons of defense, yet 

its importance to armies has remained unchanged. 

3 

To insure victory, it was imperative enemy movements 

and strength be accurately and regularly reported. Other 

roles of cavalry included: screening movements of its own 

troops; pursuing and demoralizing a defeated enemy; main

taining a threat to the enemy's rear; sudden strikes at 

detected enemy weak points; and exploiting a breakthrough. 

With a few exceptions, the development of the 

machine gun made horse-mounted soldiers all but useless. 

The vulnerability of the horse and unprotected rider to 

modern weapons simply made it necessary to develop a new 



mobile a rm. 

By October of 1914, it was evident a machine was 

needed which not only was impervious to machine gun fire 

but was capable of crossing trenches. The idea for such 

4 

a machine was conceived by Lieutenant Colonel Ernest D. 

Swinton, who had thoughtfully observed an American inven 

tion, the Holt caterpillar tractor, pull heavy artillery 

behind the Allied lines. He envisioned these vehicles 

mounting medium guns and covered with armor to counter 

German barbed wire and machine guns. Swinton, an engineer 

by profession, was convinced he had found the answer to t he 

problems of the Western Front. However, when he presented 

his ideas in a paper to Allied headquarters in France, he 

was firmly rejected. The majority of European generals were 

not only ignorant of modern technology, but were totally 

committed to the philosophy of personal combat. Swinton 

then sent a copy of his paper to Lieutenant Colonel Maurice 

Hankey, his teacher and personal friend. Hanke y, based in 

London as the Secretary to the Committee of Imperial 

Defence, was duly impressed. He reproduced Swinton's idea 

in the form of a Cabinet Memorandum. 

At that time, all matters connected with British 

motorized fighting vehicles were regulated by the Royal 

N A lt Hankey ' s memorandum was circulated avy. s a resu , 

through the various channels of the Admiralty. 



In January of 1915, the report reached the desk of 

Winston Churchill, then First Lord of the Admiralty. 

Highly interested, he acquired the backing of the Prime 

Minister, Lord Asquith. Consequently, two Holt tractors 

were acquired and studied by a small group of experts. A 

favorable report was returned. Churchill then confidently 

created the Admiralty Landships Committee to develop the 

concept further. 

Incidentally, due to the early involvement of the 

Admiralty, several naval terms were applied to various 

sections of the tank. Some descriptive, others not, they 

included hull, turret, deck, sponson, babette, super

structure, and bow.3 

The origin of the name tank is curious in itself. 

5 

Since secrecy during development was of the utmost impor

tance, and any large covered object would be sure to arouse 

public curiosity, a way had to be found to disguise the 

secret. According to one source, a member of the developing 

committee suggested it be called a "water carrier," with 

the explanation that it was for use in the Sinai Desert. 

Another planner complained, "We call everything by 

initials; r will not stand for being on anything called the 

W C C itt 11 The word "tank" was proposed as a • • omm ee. 

3.Eric Morris, Tanks (London: Octopus Books, 
Limited, 1975), p. 20. 



compromise, and it stuck . 4 

A basic knowledge of strategy is essential in 

grasping the causes of success or failure in a military 

campaign . Weapons come and go, but strategy, in principle , 

remains unchanged. This assertion is supported by Antoine 

de Jomini, who, in his Precis de l'Art de laGuerre, 

observes: 

The new inventions of the last twenty years seem 
to threaten a great revolution in army organization, 
armament and tactics. Strategy alone will rema.in 
unaltered, with its principles the same as under the 
Scipios and Caesars, Frederick and Napoleon, since 
they are independent of the nature of arms and the 
organization of the troops.5 

The later development of the tank, as with other 

advances in armaments, merely altered combat tactics. With 

armored skin immune to machine gun fire, tanks added a new 

flare to an ancient art. And while retaining the tradi

tional shock value of cavalry, they possessed a knock-out 

punch never imagined by mounted soldiers. 

4s. L. A. Marshall, The American Herita e Histor 
of World War I (New York: Amer can Her tage Publish ng Co., 
1964), p. 181. 

6 

\asil H Liddell Hart, The Sword and the Pen, ed., 
Adrian Liddell H~rt (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1976), 
P 172 At age 28 Antoine de Jomini served as a brigade 

• • ' ilit tutor to the general under Napoleon. Later, as m ary . 
Russian Imperial family, he accompanied Emperor Nicholas I 
in the 1828 Turkish campaign. His Summary of the Art of 
War was published in 1837. 



Although grand strategy remains more or less 

unchanged, it is all too often guided by a national policy 

contaminated by politics and anxiety. This was the case in 

England and France just prior to World War Two. Their 

sentiment toward armored vehicles and toward strategy in 

general resulted from two decades of reflection on the 

Great War. 

The defensive outlook shared by both nations 

stemmed from fears of suffering another 11 lost generation." 

Germany, on the other hand, realized another war of attri

tion would yield the same negative result. Therefore, 

seeking a quicker and less expensive decision, Germany 

reverted to classic military strategy, 11 indirect warfare. 11 

7 

World War One strategy, once the initial German 

offensive had fizzled, was anything but classic. It was 

negatively inspired by the Prussian philosopher of war, 

Karl von Clausewitz, author of the monumental work, On War, 

written in 1832. Many tacticians and strategists were 

guided by his narrow military theory, illustrated by such 

quotes as: 

"Blood is the price of victory." 

"Only great and general battles can produce great 
results." 

"Let us not hear from generals who conquer with-
out bloodshed. 116 

C>J3asil H. Liddell Hart, Strategy (London: Faber and 

Faber, Ltd., 1967), P• 224, 



Clausewitz apparently overlooked or simply ignored 

the successes of the greatest generals in history. Men 

such as Alexander the Great , Hannibal, Fabius, Scipio, 

Julius Caesar, Napoleon, and 'rhomas "Stonewall" Jackson 

demonstrated mastery over opponents by their ability to 

mystify and demoralize. All proved to be patient, oppor

tunistic, and loath to sacrifice their soldiers needlessly. 

Not only were they expert at grand strategy, but were 

equally adept at battlefield tactics when such encounters 

became necessary. 

Alexander, whose Macedonian phalanx was devised 

to punch holes in enemy lines, followed the indirect 

approach in his conquest of the mighty Persian Empire. 

First restoring Greek colonial cities in Asia Minor, 

Alexander secured his rear, Proceeding then to conquer 

Egypt, he continued to avoid the heart and strength of the 

Persian Empire. These early Greek triumphs not only 

dimmed the aura of the Persians, but severely played on 

7 
the mind of King Darius III. 

Though Alexander the Great lived in the Fourth 

his tactics for dealing with enemy chariots Century, B.c., 

proved the most effective method of defending an armored 

breakthrough in the Second World War. The following 

8 



illustration is from Arrian 1 s Anabasis of Alexander. 

Some few of the vehicles succeeded in passing 
through, but to no purpose, for the Macedonians had 
orders, whenever they (chariots) attacked, to break 
formation and let them through deliberately: this 
they did, with the result that neither the vehicles 
themselves nor their drivers suffered any damage 
whatever. Such as got through were, however, 
subsequently8dealt with by the Royal Guard and the 
army grooms. 

9 

In Caesar's decisive battle with Vercingtorex, he 

was aware he was vastly outnumbered. To make matters 

worse, his lines of communication had been severed. With 

little chance of outside help, Caesar divided his remaining 

cavalry reserves and sent several cohorts through the 

enemy lines to attack from the rear. At the same time, he 

led the rest in a frontal attack. Confused and terrified, 

the Gauls panicked and fled. Seeing their countrymen 

being slaughtered, the other Gauls laid down their arms. 

Caesar's daring use of cavalry had destroyed the morale of 

9 his opponents. 

Coolheadedness; opportunity; daring; luck: They 

all play major roles in successful warfare. 

For the most part, Caesar, as well as the other 

before-mentioned commanders, rarely found himself in such 

8Hart, The sword and the Pen, op. cit., p. 55. 

9G i s Julius Caesar, The Gallic War (Caesar's 
au H J Edwards (London: Commentaries), Book VII, trans., • • 

d 1966) pp. 473-509. William Heinemann, Lt , , , 



a de sperate situation. Hi k 1 s now edge of his enemy's mind 

Bnd his i nd irect Bpproach often mede general bettles 

unnecessary. 

After all, hed not Sun Tzu written that "supreme 

excellence consists in breeking the enemy's resistance 

without fighting?"lO 

Liddell Hert was most explicit in his philosophy 

of strategy. With reference to the strategist, he wrote: 

His true aim is not so much to seek battle as 
to seek a stretegic situ9tion so advantageous that 
if it does not of itself produce t he decision, its 
continuation bye battle is sure to achieve this. 

In other words, dislocation is the aim of 
strategy. 

According to Hert, dislocation is a psychological 

state of mind and springs fundamentally from a sense of 

being trapped. It is achieved es a result of a maneuver 

which either upsets the enemy dispositions by forcin g a 

sudden change of front; separates his forces; endangers 

hi i h t h . rou t es. 11 s suppl es; or t rea ens 1s esce pe 

10 

Had the First World War continued another year, 

tanks most likely would have been employed to that purpose. 

A British colonel, J. F. C. Fuller, envis i oned the battle s 

of the near future. In a publication (Plan 191 9 ) which he 

lOHart, The sword end the Pen, op. cit., p. 31. _sun 
Tzu has been described as the earliest writ~r on. the subJect 
of classic warfare. studied for centuries 1n China and 
Japan, his The Art of war was written about 400-320 B.C. 

llHart, st r ate gy, op. cit., pp. 339-40. 



described as a novelette, Fuller actually provided the 

blueprint for all future tenk battles. In it, he wrote: 

Up to the present the theory of the tactical 
employment or tanks has been besed on trying to 
harmonize their powers with existing methods of 
fighting, that is, with infantry and artillery 
tactics. In fact, the tank idea, which carries 
with it a revolution in the methods of waging 
war, has been grafted onto a system it is destined 
to destroy, in place of being given free scope to 
develop on its own lines.12 

Another British pioneer, Brigadier Percy Hobert, 

described in 1933 the armored clash of the future: 

Caution will be rampant ••. We should play 
on the enemy's fears both by air and mobile force. 
Threats (or even rumors) of en armored force in his 
rear, or near mobilization centres et different 
places; probably little materiel damage (lorries 
here end there, detachments of troup, etc.) will be 
necessary or advisable. We must avoid losing tanks. 

When we have pl eyed on his nerves sufricie ntly, 
and when the preperetions for our main strategic 
stroke are reedy, then we strike in combination 
with all our forces. Tank thrust in this care will 
be at a vital point, and pushed really home. i.e. 
We must accept our losses. 

But here, es et all times, tank's true rol~ is 
to ATTACK WEAKNESS. Use the Line of Least Resis
tance: Speed; Surprise. 13 

11 

In ell fairness, it should be mentioned some of the 

younger French officers, such as Colonel Charles de Gaulle, 

displayed 8 keen interest in the new armored doctrines 

being evangelized in Englend. De Gaulle even published a 

12Kenneth MRcksey, Tank Force: Allied Armor in 
World War II (New York: BAllantine Books, Inc., 1970), P• 9. 

l3Ibid., p. 26. 
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smal l book: Vars l'Armee le Metier (roughly translated, 

About the Army Craft), in which he advocated the concept of 

armored formations, though with nothing of the force of his 

British counterparts. 

Of the before-mentioned men, perhaps only Liddell 

Hart really understood how tank forces should be organized. 

Fuller, though brilliant, certainly overestimated the 

importance of the tank itself, for which he claimed almost 

magical power. De Gaulle, while demanding more tanks for 

the French army, did not seem altogether clear about what 

he would have done with them had they been granted. 

In spite of the numerous publications endorsing 

armored warfare, some experts predicted the horse would 

play a vital and possibly decisive role in the next war. 

They just would not listen. 

Only in Germany were the tank enthusiasts not 

ignored. 



CHAPTER II 

BIRTH OF THE BLITZKRIEG 

The memory of crushing tank assaults during 1918 

led to Germany's development, twenty years later, of a 

tank force second to none. While not numerically superior 

to the Allies, the German panzer di visions would be 

stronger in technique, and vRstly superior in morale. 

World War One tank attacks owed as much of their 

success to psychology es to actual destructive power or 

maneuvering ability. When a front-line infantryman 

witnessed the approach of these mechanical monsters, he 

was faced with a problem for which he had no prior experi

ence in solving. He could either attempt to hold his 

ground, surrender, or abRndon his position. Without the 

training or weapons to stop tRnks, it is not surprising 

many chose the second and third alternati ves. 

Although tanks were terro r -pro voking monstrosi

ties, very few Germans were actually killed by these 

machines, 

Field guns were the greatest threat to early 

tanks, None could survive a hit from such a gun. 

A moving tank was absolute hell inside. The 

engine quickly heated the interior to more than ninety 

degrees Fahrenheit. The Rickardo engine poured smoke and 
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fumes into the interior, causing burning eyes, sore 

throats, and aching heeds. The noise, produced by an 

exposed engine and straight-teeth geer wheels, was indes

cribable. Voice communicAtion wes impossible end hand 

signals were difficult to see. The only li ght ceme through 

ports and vision slits. 

These infant tanks possessed a maximum speed of 

only 3.5 miles per hour. PerhRps lack of speed was not 

undesirable, for there were no springs in the suspension 

system. The crew compartment wes huge by later standards. 

The engine stood upright in the forward section of the 

interior. The gearbox wes immediately behind. An eight

man crew included four gunners, two gearsmen, a driver, 

end the commander. The gearsmen, positioned on each side 

of the power plant, reed hand signals from the driver. 

The tank commander sat to the left of the driver.
1 

There are several accounts of incidents in which 

tanks were unable to ~dv~nce, simpl y because the tanks had 

physically exhausted their crews. 

Before the wer ended, Britain hed produced over 

2,200 tanks. French industry turned out about 4,300, of 

which 3,500 were light tanks. Germany , by contrast, built 

lJohn Weeks, Men A ainst Tanks: A Histor of Anti
Tank Warfare (New York: Mason Charter Puhl shers, Inc., 
1975), pp. 19-20. 



only twenty of the cumbersome (JO-ton) A 7V "land for

tresses. 112 

Following the First World War, Britain and France 

had the most experience in tank building. In Britain, the 

Vickers firm led the field in radical new tank design • 

15 

. The French merely beefed up existing, obsolete models. The 

Italians, satisfied with An improved Vickers design, never 

compared favor~bly with either friend or foe. On the 

other side of the world, the Japanese also were developing 

basic Vickers designs. Howe ver, due to the terrain over 

which they fought, they had no vital need for first-rate 

tanks. 

The United States, pro ving unable to produce its 

own tanks in time, was forced to rely on British and 

French vehicles. Feeling secure behind two oceans and the 

illusion of lasting peace, the Un ited States paid little 

heed to post-war studies. In fact, the National Defense 

Act of 1920 disbanded the tank corps and merged tanks with 

infantry. The budget for tanks that year was $500. 3 

Since so little research was being financed 

American military leaders were unaware officially, most 

important advances were quietl y being m~de in their own 

2Morris, op. cit., P• 36. 

3Ibid., p. 46. 
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ba ckyard. An American, J . Walter Christie, was designing 

new tanks, complete with~ revolut ion~ry · t 
? a suspension sys em. 

A few experimental vehicles were created in 1928. Declining 

a purchase offer by the United States, Christie immediately 

began work on a more advanced design. In 1931, it appeared. 

Designated M-1 931, it was no t only fast, but was amazingl y 

smooth and agile. The United States Army purchased three 

(less armor, guns, engine, end radio) for $34 ,000 each. 

Despite this apparent interest, the United States was not 

convinced of armor's value. 

Russia was. Belie ving in the bri ght future of 

tank warfare, she purchased two of Christie's M-1931 mo dels. 

From these, the Russians developed their BT series, the 

forerunner of the astounding T-34. 4 

Under the masterful supervision of Marshal 

Tukhachevski, Russia's leading armored expert, a powerful 

mechanized army was cre~ted. Howe ver , St alin's army purge 

of 1937 deprived the Soviet Union of i t s more progressive 

officers. Moreover, the mechanized corps were disbanded, 

and their tanks scattered among the rifle divisions. 5 

Stalin would live to re gret his decision. 

4J hn H Batchelor and Kenneth Mackse y , Tank: A 
0 

• d F' h t in Vehicle (New York : Charles Histor of the Armore 1 
Ser ner s Sons, 970, PP· - 9. 

5Morris, loc. cit. 
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Germany was forbidden by the Treaty of Versailles 

to employ tanks in her tiny army. The gigantic Krupp 

complex was ordered to halt all production of armaments 

after 1919, though research was allowed to continue. Every 

cloud has a silver lining, however, and Germany actually 

profited from these restrictions. Because Germany was 

denied tanks, there could be no complacenc y. Unlike in 

France, there would be no overconfidence generated by 

having large numbers of obsolete vehicles. Indeed, now 

more emphasis would be placed on the design and selection 

of prototypes. Ironically, as Krupp would boast in 1942, 

"the basic principle of armament and turret design for 

tanks had already been worked out in 1926. 116 

Prohibited from building tanka, Germany was deter-

mined to acquire them somehow. 

The Bofors Company of Sweden, under license, 

produced small numbers of the German LKII tank. Though not 

a battleworthy machine, the LKII was useful for experimental 

purposes. Strenge es it ma y seem, most of Germany 's early 

dl·rect result of a secret agreement progress was made es a 

with the Soviet Union. 

With Germen cooperation, e tank school was 

established in Russia. di Kazan' deep in the Tartar Locate n 

and Fall of the Third 
6williem L. Shirer, The ~ise Inc., 1960), P· 282. 

Reich (New York: Simon 8nd Schus er, 
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Repu blic , it was beyond the scruti' ny of the Western powe r s. 

These two nations , driven together for leek of other 

partners, hoped to train soldiers in the new theories of 

armored warfare. Initially, the Bofors tank was shipped 

into Russia and assembled at Kazan. However, it was never 

considered satisfactory. In 1930, the Russians purchased 

for Germany a Carden-Loyd light tank from Britain. This 

event would bee milestone. 

Beck in Britain, Colonel Charles Broad put the 

finishing touches on his pamphlet, entitled Mechanized and 

Armoured Formations. As the official report on British 

tank experiments, it was given a restricted circulation in 

1929. Later, its contents leaked to the press, and 

7 eventually were reproduced in their entirety in Germany . 

While it is generally assumed the Germans borrowed 

their ideas on armored warfare from the British theorists, 

many German writers disagree. Major General F. W. Von 

Mellenthin does not deny the value of British pioneering , 

but points out that by 1929, Germen theory had surpassed 

that of Britain. Furthermore , with the exception of Liddell 

Hert, the British never forcefull y stressed the need for 

d . i . 8 
8 11 eleme nts within the Rrmored 1v s1on. cooperation among 

?Morris, op. cit., PP· 42-44. 
R_ Battles: A Study of 
~F. w. Von Mellenthi~, !~!a~n~~~~~~~W;o~r~l~d.:::,::;W~a~r~,--:-ejd-.r.1-.7.c. 

~t~h!e~E~m!,Ep~l1o~y[!m~e;1nQ.tL~off~A~r~m~o~r~i~nr-=*t7e~~c~~CC;°Ea~s~si"Ee~l[lLaa n d co • , Ltd . , 
F. Turner, Trans . H. Betzler (Lond0 n: 
1955}, p . xv. 



The most celebrated of the German tank advocates 

was Major Heinz Guderian. In 1929 , he wrote: 

19 

I became convinced th~t tanks working on their own 
or in conjunction with infantry could never achieve 
decisive importance. My historical studies, the 
exercises carried out in England, and our experiences 
with mock-ups had persuaded me that tanks would never 
be able to produce their full effect until the other 
weapons on whose support the y must inevitably rely 
were brought up to their standard of speed and of 
cross-country performance. In such a formation of 
all arms, the tanks must play the primary role, the 
other weapons being subordinated to the requirements 
of the armor.9 

Both Guderian and Hart realized the tank's value 

lay in combination with other weapons, but Guderian saw 

more clearly than Hert that the vital element of that 

combination would be furnished by air power. 

In the early Thirties, as a result of insistent 

urging by Guderian and a few others, the German High Com

mand finally recognized the theory of hi gh-speed warfare. 

Reluctantly, they agreed to give it a trial. Germany's 

primary need for mechanized Armament was concentrated upon 

vehicles which could be manufactured quickly and in large 

numbers, for there wes e whole new generation of soldiers 

to be trained. 

First, however, the Treaty of Versailles had to 

be circumvented. If tanks were to be built, some guise 

Le ader trans Constantine 
9H i G derien Panzer ' • 19~2) e nz u ' P. Dutton and Co., Inc., / ' 

Fitzgibbon (New York: E. 
p. 24. 
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hRd to be produced to hide the truth. Besides, the selec-

tion, design, end mAnufActure of suitable vehicles was a 

highly complex task th~t l~y ~lmost id outs e the experience 

end capability of Germen industry. 

Answering the challenge, the Krupp firm adapted a 

British Carden-Loyd vehicle and disguised it under the name 

"agricultural tractor." Introduced secretly into service 

in 1934, it became known as Penzerkampfwegen (armored 

battle vehicle} I, or simply Mark I.lo 

Before Mark I was deployed, the Germans trained 

11 with cardboard mock-ups mounted on bicycle wheels. 

Later, the Allies relaxed the restrictions imposed by the 

Versailles agreement, allowing open deployment of tanks. 

Even during the mid-1930 1 s, there was still con

siderable opposition to the formation of a separate armored 

force. Guderien's most formid~ble opponent was General 

Ludwig Beck, the Chief of Staff. Like the French, he 

wanted to deploy tanks in close support of the infantry. 

However, Guderian, becked by Generals Blomberg end 
12 

Fritsch, successfully overcame the Beck factions. 

By 1937, Guderian 1 s theories were sufficiently 

molded for him to feel reedy to present them publicly. In 

lOibid., p. 28. 

llAndrew Kershaw, ed., Tanks At War: 1939-19 
(New York: Marshall Cavendish Corp., l97 'P• · 

12Mellenthin, op. cit., P• xvii. 



8 short book, entitled Achtung! Panzer! (Attention! 

Tanks!), he outlined his ideas for successful tank opera

tions. His book subscribed to the normal methods of 

echieving surprise, yet denied lerge penzer formations 

should be introduced merely for surprise. Guderian knew 

their contribution would be much lerger. 

We believe that by ettecking with tanks we can 
achieve a higher rate of movement than has been 
hitherto obtainable, end ..• what is perhaps more 
important ••• that we can keep moving once a break
through has been made. 

If the attack is carried out with sufficient 
concentration, width and depth we shall destroy 
recognizable targets as they present themselves and 
thus drive a hole in the enemy's defenses through 
which our reserves can follow more speedily than was 
possible in 1918. 1 3 

Guderian foresaw the necessity for two types of 

tanks: a light one for reconnaissance; and a medium one 

as the main battle implement. 

21 

His views on tank warfare were born of pure theory 

and grew out of his study of transport and supply problems. 

It is even more remerkable he reached the conclusions he 

did for Guderian did not e ven see the inside of a tank 
' 

14 
until some years after the war. 

i bega n with the Motorized Troops The reorganizat on 

Command becoming the Armored Troops Command. Three panzer 

t d the second commanded by Guderian, 
divisions were crea e , 

himself. Each was established with a tank brigade (562 

13Guderian, op. cit., PP· 41-42. 

14rbid., p. 27. 
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t anks , la t er r educ ed t o 27 6- 324), a reconnaissance 

ba tta lion, en infantry brigade, a field artillery regiment, 

and various support units. All components were motorized. 

Still, things did not go smoothly st first. The 

Fourth Panzer Brigade wes dele gated to infantry support, 

while others were assigned to screening duty . 

Germany's takeover of Austria in 1938 amplified 

not only the mechanical difficulties of tanks, but the 

advantages of their long-range mobility es well. 

Guderian's Second Panzer Division co vered 420 miles (abou t 

675 kilometers) in forty-eight hours. Hi ghly impressed, 

Hitler ordered the formation of two more panzer divisions, 

the Fourth end Fifth. Soon afterward, he assumed personal 

command of the armed forces. 15 

Even though his ideas et firs t had not been fully 

accepted, Guderian had risen rapidly in rank. Immediatel y 

following German occupation of t he Sude t enla nd, Guderian 

was promoted to full general. The avera ge age of 8 colonel 

l~ric Grove, World War II Tanks: The Axis Powers 
(London• Orbis Publishing Ltd., 1975), p. 4. GeBne1ralb 

· i ld M hel Werner von om erg 
Werner von Fritsch and Fe ars Chief and commander 
held the offices of Army Comma nder 1~. l y Both officers 
in Chief of the Armed Forces, :especdi v~n ~hat may or may 
opposed Hitler's defi~nt poll~~~~ !~r; involved in sex 
not have been a coincide~cedismissel. Fritsch was 
scandals that led to the_r ther von Brsuchitsch and . 
replaced by Field Marshal Wal ender in Chief, an authority 
Hitler assumed the post of Comm 
he had long desired. 



in t he nei chwehr h9d been ~2. 8 ,,. In 193 , Guderi~n wes only 

SO years old. The promotion to general carried with it a 

new appointment, thAt of Commander of Mobile Troops (a 

supervisory post overseeing the development of panzer 

divisions, "light" divisions, and cavalry) •16 

Although most laymen assume the quality of German 

tanks was always superior to that of their opponents, the 

opposite was often true. Man y times, only the skill and 

daring of the panzer crews saved them. Sometimes, as we 

shall see, even this was not enough. 

The S. 5 ton Merk I, often celled the "Father of 

Panzers," was only fit for training purposes. With thin 

armor and only two machine guns for armament, it was 

unworthy for battle. However, in its da y , the mere sight 

end sound of en ~ggressi vely handled armored vehicle had 

repercussions on morale which fer outweighed its actual 

combat value. 

23 

Slightly more useful was the Merk II, which weighed 

10 tons but possessed only a 20 mm. gun. Mark III and 

Mark IV, weighing in a 15 and 17,3 tons, respectively, 

were the most capable of the early Germen tanks. The 

former was armed withe 37 mm. gun, although high-ranking 

panzer leaders had asked fore 50 mm. gun. Nevertheless, 

16John Keegan, Guderian (New York: Ballantine 

Books, Inc., 1973), P• 58. 
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since the 37 mm. weapons were already b. d e1ng manufacture 

for the Army, the request was denied. The armament for 

the latter was a low-velocity 7c ;:; mm. gun. 

The Merk II light tank, along with the Mark I, 

formed the backbone of the Germen panzer forces until well 

after the beginning of the This was unavoidable, for 

the next generation of tanks, Merk III end IV, were 

delayed in production. In feet, as of Sep tember 1, 1939, 

out of the 3,195 Germen tanks, only 98 were Mark III's 

and only 211 were the powerful Mark IV's. 

Initially, no Germen tank boasted of armor 

exceeding 30 mm. of steel. This made them particularly 

vulnerable to penetration by the 37 mm. and 47 mm. anti

tank guns being adopted by other armies. In spite of 

this, German experts believed fast-mo ving (up to 25 m.p.h.) 

formations could overcome anti-tank defenses. They trusted 

the speed of a mess attack would not allow for sufficient 

time to concentrate defensive firepower. 17 

Following the Munich Conference in 1938, the 

Czech army was disbanded and its modern equipment eagerly 

seized by the Wehrmecht. Most sought after were the tanks 

from the Skode Works in Pilson--some 336 35-T's and 38-T's. 

Both armed with 37 mm. guns, the y had been developed over 

17 k Panzer Division: The Mailed 
Kenneth Mee sey ') 13 

ti Books, Inc., 196~ , P• • 
~ (New York: Bellen ne 



se veral years into excellent li ght tanks. They were used 

to equip the newl y formed Se ven t h and Eighth panzer 

divisions during the "Phony War" of winter, 1939-L~o. 18 

And because the Skode Works also largely supplied the 

armies of Yugoslavia end Rumania, Germen acquisition put 

pressure on those nations. 

25 

Hitler's strategy was working. Since the German 

reoccupation of the Seer, he had compiled en impressive 

list of bloodless conquests. By threats, deception, 

broken promises, end finall y , open warfare, ha would 

acquire domination over lands so vest es to rank him with 

such conquerors es Napoleon, Frederick the Greet, and 

Julius Caesar. However, his reel genius was not military, 

but in his ability to understand end manipulate his 

enemies. Firmly opposed to the theories of Clausewitz, 

Hitler wrote: 

People have killed only when the y could not 
achieve their aim in other way s ... •· 

There is a broadened strategy, with intellectual 
weapons. Why should I demoralize the enemy by 
military means if I can do so batter end more cheaply 
in other ways. h · 

Our strategy is to destroy the enemy from wit in, 
to conquer him through himself. 

The object was to make the enemy capitulate. 
his will to resist could be paralysed, killing was 

If 

18 · shell Cavendish Illustrated 
Eddy Bauer, The Mer V 1 I Hitler's War, ed. 

Enc1clopedia of World Wer ~:'Ma~sheli Cavendish Corp., 
Chr stopher Chant (New Yor · 
197 2) , p. 27. . 
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superf luous--besides being 8 1 19 f c umsy and expensive 
way o attaining the ob ject. 

Insight such as this assured Guderian of Hitler's 

support• As a res ult, Germany adopted the concept of 

hi gh-speed mechanized warfare. Unlike the British, who 

chose not to employ the theories of Liddell Hart and 

others, the Germans re garded panzer di visions es self

sufficient formations capable of piercing the fron t as well 

as exploiting the breakthrough. 

Very little practical exper i ence in this theory 

was gained by the Germen armored fo r ces duri ng the Spanis h 

Civil Wer, simpl y because t he equipmen t did not exist in 

quantity . Only smell-scale coopera t ion between armor and 

air could take place, but it was enough to encoura ge the 

German military. 

In July of 1936, t he Sp anis h Army, led by Fran

cisco Franco, revolted against the young Spanish Republic . 

Charging the government was becomin g commun i stic, t he Ar my 

was soon openly becked by German y end Italy . While Hitler 

and Mussolini sent troops end weapons to aid the Fascis t 

led rebels, Russia sent technicians (all operating under 

aliases) and weapons (including abou t 700 tanks) to the 

Loyalists. By the war's end, an estimated 4 0 percen t of 
20 

Franco's forces were Germen or Italian. 

19Hert, Strategy, op. cit., pp. 225-235-
h ed The American Heritage 

20nevid G. McCulloug ir (N~w York: American Herl
Pictu re History of World War 
~1~ag~e~P~u~b~l~i~s~h~i~n~g~C~o~.~,~1~9~6j6~)~,np~.74l. 
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The Loyalists, out-gunned, out-maneuvered, and 

hard-pressed, could not hope to overpower the forces of the 

Fascist powers. Neces it b · s Y e1ng the mother of invention, 

they improvised. It was the Spanish Civil War that produced 

the "Molotov Cocktail. 11 A mixture of petrol or benzine, 

water and phosphorous, a "Molotov" was dangerous to carry 

and to throw. A piece of rubber was added to make a sticky 

jelly with the benzine. Kept in bottles, the "Cocktail" 

was shaken vigorously before throwing. Upon striking a 

hard surface, the bottle smashed, the phosphorous ignited 

in the air end the benzine flered bright l y . 

While the "Moloto v Cocktail" was risky to handle, 

the satchel charge was even more dangerous. Invented by 

the Asturian miners of Northern Spain, it was usually 

fatal to the thrower es well as to the tank at which it was 

thrown. For mutual safety, tank formations became more 

cooperative and less reckless. Perhaps they became too 

cautious, for tank units became quite easy to deceive. One 

quite famous example occurred durin g a Loyalist retreat. 

It was imperative a column of Italian light tanks 

be slowed, for they were threatening to annihilate the with

drawing forces. Late in the day, a line was stretched 

across a village street, several feet above the ground. 

ii the appearance of a solid 
Blankets were hung on it, g v ng 

well. Italian tank crews, reluctant to approach, held back 

d i M~chine gun bullets had no effect. A 
en opened f re. ,, 
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medium tenk wes brought up, but its shell epparently failed 

to penetrate. After about one-half hour of f rustrated 

bombardment, a shot cut the line and the screen fell. 

Gingerly, the tenks moved forward, with the enemy now miles 

away. 21 

Both Germany end Italy profited from experience 

geined under actual combat condi t ions in Spain. However, 

while the Germans used the opportunity to iron out diffi

culties, the Italians did not. Satisfied with their 

success in the Spanish Civil War, the Itelians assumed 

the same weapons and tactics would prevail in the future. 

Military experts in Germeny, on the other hand, amassed 

knowledge on which to base improvemen t s for the next 

generation of weapons. 

The armored wing of the Italia n Army was never 

really developed. Their early 13-35 weighed only 3. 5 

tons and was lightly armored. Manned by e crew of only 

two men, this vehicle was more correctly called a machine 

gun carrier (sometimes equipped with a flame thrower) for 

h . 22 
its sole defense wes two mac 1ne guns. 

t8nk de velopme nt was lagging , In England, too, 

1 worse, production was slow; though not so much as in Ita Y• 

21weeks, op. cit., PP· 30-32· 

22 Bauer, _o~p_._c_i_t., p. 42 . 



for between August, 1938 end Sep tember, 1939, the Skoda 

Works alone produced almost As mRny tenks es the to t al 

British ou t put for the seme period.?3 

The feilure of the British to rearm prior to World 

War Two is e videnced all too clearly in t his report from 

now-Lieutenant General Sir Charles Broad: 

In 1938 I was senio r umpire on en exercise in 
Britain when the tanks were mainly old and in small 
numbers, while the anti-tank gu ns were re presented 
by green flags wa ved by the umpires end jocularly 
known as the dominant Arm! I wes accosted by the 
Germa n Mill tary A ttAche ,ma t old I ough t to ~ome 
clean, instead of keeping everyth i ng hidden; he 
simply didn't beliey~ that we were as defenseless 
as we seemed to be.~~ 

Dangerously complacen t in the i r role as the dominant 

power of Europe in 1938, the French had banked on the re pu

tation of their large army to intimidate the Germans durine 

the Twenties. Convinced by the Great War da ys of quic k 

victories were gone fore ver, the y di d f eel tanks fulfilled 

a need on the modern b~t t le f ield. To t he French, tha t 

need was infantry s upport. 

The French Char B (T @n k B), leisurel y be gun in 1921, 

was intended to satisfy this requirement. It was well-

bl ile Wei ghin g 32 ton s 
armored, well-armed, and reasone Y ag • 

2 ~. hill The Second World War, Vol. 
-'W i n s ton S • Chu r c ' ..!:..::.~~::.;::.:;~~~r.:--;:;:::- 48 ) 

( t Hou ghton Mifflin Co., 19 , 
I, The Gathering Sto rm Bos on: 
P. 301. 

24 k Tank op cit., P• 7. Mac se y , _, ~-·--



and pla t ed wi t h 60 mm. of armor, the Char B was consider

ably heavier than i t s eventual German counterparts. It 

boasted of two guns, a 75 mm. mo unted in the hull, and a 

47 mm. in the turret. 25 H owa ver , the one-mAn turret pre-

sented a problem in itself, fo r its occupant was not onl y 

30 

the commander of the tank, bu t had to loRd the turret gu n 

as well. ( The two or three-ma n t urret layout in the Garman 

tanks gave them a distinct advanta ge.) Mdraover, the 75 

mm. gun could only be aimed by t u rning the tank. There

fore, if the Cher B was immobilized, i t became all but 

defenseless, while another ta nk mi ght swing i t s turret and 

fight on. 

The 20-ton Somua also carried a 47 mm. gun in its 

one-man turret. But that gun, along wi t h a single machine 

gun, constituted its whole armament. The armor of Somua, 

between 40 mm. and 60 mm. thick, was roufhly double tha t 

26 of German tanks. Nevertheless, Fre nch superiority in 

armor protection ,rnd in the siie of t heir army would not 

prove to be a decisive edve nt~ ge. I n feet , Hi t ler's 

armies, fer from having the overwhelming superiority wi t h 

which the y are usually credi t ed, we r e actually inferior in 

h ' 1940 And although his numbers to those opposing t em in • 

25Batchelor and Mac kse y, op. ci t .' PP• 60-61. 

26John Williams, France: Summer 
Ballantine Books, Inc., 19 9, P• • 

o (New York: 
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armored drives proved deci sive, his tanks were fewer in 

number a nd less powerful thRn those possessed by the French 

and British. Only in airpower, the most critical factor, 

did he have an advantage. 

Beck in the United States, development of new 

tanks was slow starting. Officiel American studies netted 

no satisfactory results, And for some reRson, the Christie 

prototypes were ne ver de veloped. Therefore, the Americans 

looked to the British and Germans for desi gn and philosophy. 

At first, her industry produced onl y light tanks. The 

most advanced medium tank prototype was the M-2, Al, with 

only a 37 mm. gun Rnd 25 mm. of armor. 27 Later American 

tanks will be disc ussed upon that nation's entry into the 

war against German y . 

British tank production lagged be f ore 1940. This 

was due both to app easement and to ti ght budgets. Most of 

those produced were built to specifications whose only 

virtue was economy of cost. 

As war loomed more probable, t he British General 

desl·aned to resist the fire of Staff introduced A tank c 

Ye t retain the ~bilit y to destroy current anti-tank guns, 

hostile tanks. 80 of armor plate was At 26 t ons, its mm. 

t nk gun in 1940. Designated impervious to any German 8 , 

27 k op cit., p. 63. Mackse y,~,~~·--



Matilda II, this tank would w1·n the , diminutive 'Queen of 

the Bat tlaf ie ld" in North Africa. 28 Nonetheless, more 

powerful anti-tank guns defeated its armor about the same 

time its small 40 mm. gun could no longer penetrate up

armored enemy tanks. Worse still, the smell cast turret 

end hull (which taxed the capacity of English steel 

foundries to the full) was incapeble of being up-armored 

to improve protection or enlarged in order to carry a 

bi~ger gun. In other words, MetildR failed to pass the 

test of longevity passed so convincingl y by later Russian 

designs. 

From the beginning, the German panzer soldiers were 

selected by merit. Their quali t y in aptitude was second 

only to members of the Luftwaffe. The y felt and acted like 

an elite and were distinguished from o t her soldiers by 

their special black uniform and floppy black beret. Each 

was familiar with the duties o f his teammRtes in the tank. 

The basic trades were dri ver, gunner, and radio operator. 

Along with the commander and the later addition of a gun 

· d the five-man crew so common toward loader, they comprise 

the end of the war. 29 

As previously mentioned, Germany possessed some 

3,?00 tanks on Septemher 1. 1939- By contra st , P018nd 

28~., p. 41. 
29Macksey, Panzer, loc. cit. 
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had only 600 . In artillery pieces, Germ,rny had an 

advanta ge of over three to one (4,300--1,350). Poland was 

not overwhelmingl y Oll t numbered in m-=i np ower, however, as 

Germany fielded an Army of one And one-hAlf million men 

compared to the one million sold i ers mobilized by Poland.JO 

Some will take issue with this last statement, but history 

proves the fallacy of the assumption battles are won with 

mere numbers of men. The first and foremost advantage 

pressed by the GermAns was the Luftwaffe. With 1,929 air

craft at his disposal, Hi t ler would make quick work of the 

842-plane Polish air force. The p roud Luftwaffe, confident 

in their combat prowess, warmed to t he task at hand. 

Within two da ys, the Polish air force had been annihilated. 

Most aircraft never left the grou nd. 

Air power, combined with the mechani zed forces, 

created the blitzkrie ~ . While armo r lac ks the vaulting 

power of the eir force , it does ha ve t he ab i li t y to remain 

d Ge 'r"""" n "' ir supremac y allowed the in the conquers area. "''~ ~ 

panzer units to roll freel y , wi t ho ut fear of air attack. 

the Polish rear, s t ri king for the They clanked deep into 

t hi o·hwa y and rail ju nctions; enemy's nerve cen ers: ~ 

d Cen t ers of communication. Speed bridges; airfields: an 

was the overriding element. If an at t ack on a fortified 

a by circumvention, t he enemy position could be everte 

30Bauer , op. cit. , p . 103. 



result could have 8 paral yzin p ef fect on the defenders . 

Una rmored i nf antry me r el y hampered the pace of advan ce. 

In Warsaw, the GermJ:Jns discovered tanks to be 

ineffective, for city stree t s severely limited their 

maneuverability.
31 

The lesson was ta ugh t , bu t soon to be 

f ergot ten• Onl y three ye J:J rs 1 ~ te r , t he Ge rm ans would be 

at the gates of Stalingrad. 

34 

The German High CommPnd was apprehensive prior to 

the Polish invasion because their plan of action was 

largely untried. Failure to achieve swift victory would 

surely lead to A long strugg le wi t h the Western powers. 

Success meant conf i dence for the f uture. The Germa ns were 

well-rehearsed. Occupation mane u vers in Austria and 

Czechoslovakia had helped to iron out mec hanical and logis

tical problems, while experience in t he Spanish Civil War 

had honed the panzer and air forces to a r azor edge. 

Generally speaking , the Polish ca mp ai gn indicated 

planning and method was more than equal t o t he type of 

stAtic defenses fabricAted by the con ve nti onal armies of 

the day. 

Western powers ass ii med Poland I s mil i t e ry wea kness e s 

were the prime cause of collApse. Howe ver, since no out-

allowed' the potenc y of the pan zer side observation was 

units remained concealed to the WeS t ■ 

12 1930 p l ; cols. 
31N y k Times, Sep tember , 1

, • ew or 
7-8. 
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On September 5, Hitler visited Guderien's sector 

in Poland. Asked hi i sop nion on the progress of the 

penzers, Guderian respo d ah n e e was essentially pleased. 

However, he st ressed the urgent ne~d the Merk III and Mark 

IV be up-armored end up-gunned. On the other hand, he 

Rdded that "tanks ere ~ 1· f • 32 1 esP. v1ng weapon." 

In light of the CAmpAign stRtistics, this observa

tion seems true. Almost 700,000 Poles were taken prisoner 

by the Germans. Thousands more were killed or wounded. 

German losses amounted to 10,572 killed in action, 3,400 

missing (presumed deed), and 30,3?2 wounded. fhese 

figures, broadcast by Hitler on September 30, were guessed 

to be accurate by the Allies.33 

1imid action by the French fecin~ the Siegfried 

Line permitted Germp,ny to complete what mAny generals felt 

was a dangerous gp,mble. In other words, the Germans had 

involved themselves in en Eastern conflict with the West 

yet unconquered. Hitler's Siegfried Line, largely uncom

pleted at the time, w1:1s constructed "of a minimum of 

d II concrete and e mRximum of propagen a. In the West, one 

hundred end ten Allied divisions (mostl y Prench) were 

opposed by only twenty-three second-class German divisions. 

32Guderien, op. cit., P• 156-

3~auer, op. cit., P• 111. 



To feel out the Germ8n strength, the Prench sent a 

few strong petrols into the enemy lines. Meeting stiff 

resistance, the French settled b~ck to wRit~34 

In the "phony wer" which followed the fell of 

Poland, the Germans quietly moved units to their western 

frontier. 

The Allies had lost their lest chence. 

34 Cit ■ , p • 66 " 
McCullough, ~0~F~·--



CHAPTER III 

SWASTIKA OVER EUROPE 

All evidence supports the assumption French end 

British leaders alike believed they · might still find a 

way out without fighting. Although both nations had 

declared war on Germany only two da y s after the hostilities 

in Poland began, neither had made more than token threats 

against Germany. Even along the Western Front itself, 

opposing soldiers often moved And rested within full view 

of each other. 

France had been obsessed with defending its 

frontier against the GermAns since the Franco-Prussia War 

of 1870. This concern led to the building of the mighty 

Maginot Line, immensely expensi ve end militaril y outdated. 

Belief this vest system of fortifications could shut the 

Germans out of France created whet historians call the 

"Maginot Mentalit y ." Throughout the winter, optimism for 

peace continued to grow. 

Peace, indeed! As if to dash the Allies' hopes, 

i On Ap ril 9, 1940, German Hitler struck early in spr ng. 

i d d Norway Though tanks 
forces overran Denmark and nve e • 

played en insignificant role in these campaigns, classic 

strategy was being put to full use. 
Both nations were 

nts thereb y reducing their power to 
undermined by NRzi Rge , 



resist. 

38 

Had not Phil ip f M 0 Acedon claimed he could overcome 
an y fortress wherein he ld · 

cou introduce A wagon laden with 
1 

gold? 

Convinced now invAsion was imminent, the Allies 

foolishly chose to wait. Hitl er would again be granted the 

element of surprise. France, though physically mobilized 

for war, lacked the national unity and determination 

necessary for victory. 

The biggest difference between the land forces of 

Germany end those of France WAS in the motorized and 

armored divisions on ePch side. While the Prench hAd seven 

motorized divisions compAred to onl y four for Germany, the y 

had nothing to resemble GermAny's ten pAnzer divisions. 

The French formed brigades equipped with heavy tanks (Char 

B's), but because they could not be provided with adequate 

air protection, General Maurice Gamelin refused t o create 

division-size units. On the other hand, the German panzer 

division was the bPsic unit, with two being combined to 

make an armored corps. 

When Germany finally invaded the west on May 10, 

1940, the French possessed some 3,168 tanks. Added to 

this total were numerous support vehicles a nd a reserve of 

M Peoples, Men and 
lAnatole G. Mazour and John . World, Inc., 1968), 

Nations (New York: Hercourt, Br~ce 0nd 

pp, 103-4. 
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obsol e te fight i ng mechines. 
Cou nt ing t he British armor on 

the c on t inen t ( consisting of 1 . 
l~h t And medi um tanks), end 

se veral hu ndred others 
pe gged for shipment, the Allied 

t ot al topped 3,800.2 

Official Germen documents confirm onl y 2,439 tanks 
were used in the attack on F rance end the Low Countries. 

They were catego!"ized qs follows: 

523 . . . . . . . Mark I . . 
955 . . . . . . . . . . Mark II . . . 
349 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mark III 

278 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mark IV 

106 • 

228. 

. . . . . . . . Czech-made 35-T 

. . . . . . . . . . •• Czech-made J8-T 3 

Accordingly, although the Allies possessed 

considerably larger numbers of tanks the n the Germans, their 

negative strategy c13ncelled the adventJi ge. The Allies 

dispersed their tanks over the entire defense line, 

including the Maginot s ystem. 

Germany, by contrast, messed her armor for a 

slashing stroke through the most weakl y defended section 

of the Allied frontier, the Ardennes Forest. Certainl y a 

formidable barrier, the Ardennes seemed to be the least 

2Macksey, ~, op. cit., P• 41 • 

3Guderien, op. cit., P• 472. 



likely target the Germans would hit. However, like any 

natu ral barrier, it can be conquered if thorough prepara

tions are made. Hannibal demonstrated that fact over two 

thousand years ago. 

40 

Fearing the recognized French superiority in heavy 

artillery, the German High Command expressed serious 

doubts about their chances for success. Hitler, in defense 

of his plan, argued that "these weapons are of no decisive 

significance whatsoever in mobile warfare. 114 It is 

possible he was familiar with Niccolo Machiavelli's The 

Art of War. Artillery, in its infanc y during the Sixteenth 

Century, was prophesied to dominate the wars of the future. 

Yet, Machiavelli had written: "Artillery, in my opinion, 

does not make it impossible to use ancient methods and 

show ancient vigor."' 

When the panzers broke through the Ardennes and 

crossed the Meuse River, the y did not pause to wait for 

their heavy artillery. Instead, the y struck out across the 

for the Channel coast. 6 
flatlands of northern France, heading 

4Hart, Strategy, op. cit., p. 241 · 

5iJ t The Sword and the Pen, op. cit., pp. 73-77. 
ar' 11 considered to be 8 

Although Machiavelli is usua Y ·n military affairs was 
political writer, his experien~e 1his command captured Pisa. 
extensive. In 1509, troops ~n e~gainst Charles V until the 
He fought with the papal adr~e~sthe same year. 
fall of Rome in 1527. He 

~ershaw, op. cit., p. 14 • 



The swiftness and daring of the advance was made possible 

by the deadly effectiveness of the Luftwaffe. 

Although the first round belonged to Germany, the 

thrust was extremely vulnerable on its flanks. Yet, the 

same attitude which created the situation prevented i ts 

remedy. The French counterthrust was to be dela yed until 

all available armor was assembled. At this critical point, 

the French High Command proved unable to exercise effective 

control. 

And then it wes too late. 

Had France been defeated on the field of battle? 

Not really. The following, from Antoine de Jomini's 

Precis de 1 1 Art de laGuerre, summArizes the plight of 

France: 

Battles have been stated by some writers to be 
the chief and deciding features of war. This 
assertion is not strictly true, as armi es have been 
destroyed by strategic operations wi thout the . 
occurrence of pitched bAttles, merely by a succ ession 
of inconsiderable affAirs. . 

It is the morale of armies , es well es ~f nations, 
more than anything else( which ma kes victories and 
their results decisive. 

To oversimplify somewhat, the Allies were beaten 

i d that the y had been beaten. because they bel eve While 

h Luftwaffe was sup reme in the skies the fact remained t e 

1 did not bring that nation to over France, air power a one 

her knees. 

7Hart, op. cit., P· 173, 
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Much controvers y has surrounded the events con

cerning Dunkirk. Many charges ha ve been traded as to why 

the panzers were pulled from the line, presumably allowing 

the British Expeditionary Force to escape. Howe ver, in 

light of the following logic, it would be difficult to 

criticize Hitler's decision. 

First of all, the Allies were cut of f by land and 

no one anticipated such a miraculous e vac uatio~. second , 

Guderian himself on Ma y 2B repo ~ted t o Hi t ler t he t e rrain 

around Dunkirk was unsuited t o t anks. To s t rengthe n the 

argument, Hermann Goe r· ing assured his Fuhrer the Luftwaffe 

could bomb the British i nt o sur re nder. Fi nall y, the 

Channel dri ve had redu ced Ge r ma n t a nk s t re ngth t o a 

dangerous level. Re f i tt ing was of the t op priori ty , f or 

8 the battle for France was a t ha nd. 

Within a mon t h, it was over. 

Of the German success, Lo r d Visco unt Gor t 

(commander of the B. E. F .) sta t ed i t "emphasize d e ve n 

more fully than in the campai gns of the past the advan t age 

which accrues to the commander who knows how t o use time 

h . t 119 
and make time his servant and no t is mas er. 

agree. 

1 F W Von Mellen t hin of Ge r ma ny woul d Major Genera • • 

8Morris, op. cit., P• 64 • 

9rbid, 



Time and time a • h 
flexible handling ~ain t e rapid movements and 
enemy . The use ~f 

O ou r panzers bewildered the 
also illustrates thour par~c~ute troops in Holland 
blow.10 e paral J zing ~f fect of a surp r i s e 

I muS t emphasize that the German victories of 
May , l940, we r e due primarily to s killful applica
tion of the two great principles of war--surprise 
and concentration.11 

With the exception of the still defiant Britain, 

the war in the Wes t was over. H owe ve r , after Dun kirk, 

there were fewer than 200 tanks available for the def ense 

of Britain.
12 

Although it ma y seem as if the Br i tish we r e 

defenseless in the summer of 1940 , they did have a "ve r y 

effective an ti -tan k ditch. 111 3 Thi s , of cours e, re f e rs to 

the English Channel. Faced with the Chan nel and t he 
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Royal Air Force, the panzers were thwa rt ed at las t . 

Germany suffered heavy t an k losses in Fr a nc e. The Mark 

!!I's and TV's performed creditabl y except whe n opp osed by 

Matildas or heavy French t anks. I t wa s appar en t to pan zer 

leaders that up-gunning and up -a rmorin~ was of the u tmost 

importance. 

York: 

lOMellenthi n , op. cit., P• 24 . 

11 Ibid., p. 12. 

12Morris, loc. cit. 

13Robert Leckie, The Story of World 
Random House, Inc., 1964), P• 46• 
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British light tanks were as vulnerable as their 

German counterparts, but their 100 infantry tanks 

(including twenty-three new M t'ld ) a i as were covered by more 

than 70 mm. of armor - -proof against German anti-tank guns. 
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At the same time, Matilda's two -pounder gun could penetrate 

any German tank at battle ranges.14 

The shock administered by the British Matilda went 

far toward initiating the up-gunning program so long sought 

by panzer leaders. Furthermore, both Mark III and Mark IV 

were to ~e up-armored. Hitler directed the Mark III's 

37 mm. gun be replaced with a high-velocity 50 mm. gun. 

However, the Army Ordinance Office, without consulting 

its Fuhrer, watered down his instructions--substituting a 

short, low-velocity 50 mm. gun. Hitler never forgave those 

responsible. His anger was excusable, for this disobedi-

15 
ence went far to lose the war for Germany. 

For the year 1940, German new tank production of 

all types came to slightly over one thousand. Meanwhile, 

a number of obsolete vehicles --mostly Mark I's, e.nd 

including some Czech and French types - -were being adapted 

t 16 These limited traverse to carry non-turreted armamen • 

e. tracked chassis, became known as guns, when mounted on 

14Macksey, Panzer, op. cit., p. 52. 

15Mellenthin, op. cit., p. 155• 

::.bMa~kse y , loc. cit. 
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assault guns. 

Manned by artillery units instead or panzer 

soldiers, these machines were generally found in support 

of infantry divisions, and are not considered tanks. 

Studies had begun on radically more powerful tanks-

medium a nd heavy--in 1937 and 1939, respectively. 17 Early 

battle successes, however, had blinded the Germans to the 

urgency of the task. Another year would go by before the 

Germans saw the necessity. 

After the initial shock of blitzkrieg had worn off, 

every effort was made to reduce the terror associated with 

tanks. British soldiers heard accounts of incidents where 

tanks were halted or delayed by lightly-armed and quick

witted soldiers, Several such incidents were taken from 

the annals of the Spanish Civil War. Another told of a 

British company commander (in France) who gained a thirty

minute respite by placing five soup plates upside-down on 

the road. German tank crews, believing the plates to be 

18 
mines, made a lengthy detour. 

Whether the account is factual or not is not impor-

tant. The purpose would be served merel y by reassuring 

i F as the British soldiers tanks are only mach nes. or, 

di l940, a tank's weakest Home Guard lectures emphasize n 

the minds of the men inside it.19 point is always 

l R. eks op. cit., p. 41. 
"'VIS , -



Meanwhile' as the "Battle f B i " o r tain grew to a 

raging st orm, British soldiers in Egypt felt fortunate to 

be "safe at the front." 
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The "Desert Gallop" of the }jri t ish Army of the Nile 

(commanded by General Sir Archibald wavell) during late 

1940 chased the Italians from their positions just inside 

Egypt. The Italian defeats in North Africa, Ethiopia, and 

Greece threatened to cause a crisis in Italy, possibly 

cracking the "Pact of Steel." This fear led Hitler to 

create the now-famous Afrika Korps. Its commander, Erwin 

Rommel, was a hero of the Ardennes breakthrough. Handsome 

and dashing, he understood thoroughl y Guderian's principles 

and adapted them to desert conditions. Usually outnumbered 

but seldom outfought, Rommel did have two advantages over 

the British--better quality tanks and superior anti-tank 

guns. 

While German tanks could kill at 1,000 yards, 

British tanks were forced to close to BOO yards before 
20 

they could score a decisive hit. 

As iate as November of 1941, the Afrika Korps had 

only thirty-five 88 mm. guns. However, these were kept 

insure maximum eff ect against close to the panzers to 

21 The dual purpose (anti-aircraft or British tanks. 

20Mo r~i s, op. cit., p. 73. 
21 Me l le nthin, op. cit., p. 



an ti - tank) e8 mm. gun was th 
e most powerful gun, but the 

50 mm. Pak (Panzerabwehrkanone) 38 was more useful. The 

Pak 38 was not only effective, but was easy to conceal. 

When a German tank petrol, upon making contact 

with British armor, found i tselr outnumbered (which was 

common), it would retire. Th B e ri t ish would almost 

invariably give chase. Th ·thd e w1 rawing panzers led their 

enemy directly into range of hidden and strategically-

located Pak 38 1 s. From virtuall y point-blank range, the 

guns extracted their deadly to11. 22 

With Rommel on the scene, the vital Suez Canal 

was threatened as never before, though the battle in 

North Africa eventuall y settled into a seesaw affair. 
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Hitler's spring campai~n of 1941 added Yugoslavia, 

Greece, and Crete to his list of victims. The German 

combination of armor and air power operated with the 

pulverizing thoroughness of old, though the typically 

mountainous terrain somewhat limited panzer movements. The 

Balkan campaign ended swiftly for the invaded nations were 

outmanned and underarmed. Nonetheless, precious time was 

lost. Because Hitler used the first warm weeks of spring 

to secure his southern flank, he was compelled to delay his 

. Code-named "Barbarossa," the planned invasion of Russia. 

attack would not begin until June 22, l94l. 

22 . Morris, ..=.o ..... P~• _c_i_t. , p • 7 4. 
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Many historians are still 
asking themselves why 

Hitler attacked the Soviet u i 
n on. With Britain still 

defiant, it seemed a foolish 
thing to do. However, Hitler 

hated Slavs and Bolshevism. 
In addition, he felt Russia's 

very existence gave Britain courage to fight on. 

At an Army chief meeting on July 31, 1940, Hitler 

had announced for the first time his decision concerning 

Russia. 

If Russia is smashed, Britain's last hope will 
be shattered. Then Germany will be master of Europe 
and the Balkans. 

Decision: In view of these considerations 
Russia must be liquidated. Spring, 1941. ' 

The sooner Russia is smashed, the better.23 

In Fuhrer Directive No. 21, dated December 18, 

1940, Hitler wrote: 

The German Armed Forces must be prepared to crush 
Soviet Russia in a quick campaign before the end of 
the war against England. For this purpose the Army 
will have to employ all available units with the 
reservation that the occupied territories will have 
to be safeguarded against surprise attacks. 

Preparations •...• are to be completed by 
May 15, 1941. Great caution has to be exercised that 
the intention of an attack will not be recognized. 

Destined to be an armored s t ruggle, Hitler's 

general aim of "Barbarossa" was that "the mass of the 

Russian Army in western Russia is to be destroyed in daring 

d 1124 
operations by driving forward deep armored we ges. 

23shirer, op. cit., pp. 797-98. 
Halder, Army Cnief of Staff, was present 
shorthand Hitler's exact words. 

24Ib id ., pp, 810-11, 

General Franz 
and took down in 
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Shortly after 3:30 a.m. on June 22 
' German troops 

jumped off from their starting points along a two thousand 

mile front• "Barbarossa" was finally under way• All along 

the f ront, the Russian defenses collapsed.25 

In Mein Kampf and in his speech~s, Hitler had 

always asserted the natural and unchangeable Teutonic 

superiority over Slavs. Perhaps he was influenced by 

memories of Russia's performance during world war One, 

and on whose front Germany had won her greatest victories. 

Nevertheless, e ven Hitler recognized the trump cards held 

by the Soviets. Her advantages of almost unlimited man

power and vast expanses of land could, he knew, bleed an 

invader white. He was also aware the annual periods of 

bottomless mud and unbearably cold weather in Russia could 

severely limit panzer movements. In fact, some panzer 

leaders declared the major obstacle to quick success was 

the primitive Russian road system. 

Hitler knew these advantages would tell on an 

invader in the long run, but he did not in t end there should 

be a long run. 

anno,rnced: 

Soon after the invasion be gan, Hitler 

to kick in the front door, and the 26 We have onl y . 11 come crashing down. 
whole rotten Russian ediface wi 

25 . June 22 19ul, P • New York Times, ' · 
1, col. 8. 

2 L b .., sa • Invasion uJohn Keegan, Bar a10s 6 8 
Ballantine Books, Inc., 197 ), p . • 

of Russia (New 

Yo rk : 



As German victories began to mount, and prisoners 

streamed in by the thousands, Hitler's prediction Russia 

would fall in six weeks began to appear modest. 

There a r e several reasons for Russia's poor 

showing, initially . Stalin's purge of 1937 had dumped 

many of his ablest generals. After the Finnish debacle and 

Germany's successes in Poland and in the West, however, a 

large number of purged officers were reinstated. Nonethe

less, a g reat deal of organizational damage already had 

been done. In addition, evidence gathered by Russian 

observers during the Spanish Civil war was misinterpreted 

by the General Staff. As a result, General Budenny 

disbanded his large armored for~ations and redistributed 

the tanks among the inf~ntry . 

Finally, the Russians were caught largely by sur

prise. This was due partl y to German precautions, but 

mainly to Stalin's stubborn faith Hitler would honor their 

Non-Aggression Pact. 

In June of 1941, Russia possessed some 21,000 

tanks--more than four times the number the Germans had--

27 
but few were of recent vintage. 
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As the war progressed, Russia's seemingl y endles s 

to make t he following remark suppl y of tanks caused Hitler 

able admission (to Guderian): 

27 h ci t ., p. 250 . McCulloug , _o~p_. __ 



If I had known that the 
strength which you gave in figures for Russian tank 
Panzerl) were in fact th tyour book (Achtungl 
believe--ever have start:d ~~~so~:~: 2s would not--I 

When "Barba.res sa" 
commenced, German tank strength 

was as follows: 

1,893 • • • Mark III's with a low -velocity 50 mm. gun 

1,132 . . . Mark IV' s with a low - velocity 75 mm • gun 
131 . . . Mark II's with the outmoded 37 mm • gun 

40 . • . Mark III' s with a high-velocity 50 mm. gun 
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29 

Germany figured to have a small superiority in man

power, at first. German intelligence also had predicted a 

distinct advantage in numbers of armored units and a slight 

edge in overall quality of equipment. 

Reckoning Russia had only twenty-eight armored 

brigades, the Germans had no way of knowing Marshal 

Timoshenko already had begun to re-establish the mechanized 

divisions. Equipped with the newest Russian tanks, these 

new units would not be thrown against the Germans until 

the battle for Smolensk. Even then, only limited numbers 

would be available. 

After the fall of F ranc e , t he panzer divisions had 

been reorganized. A whole new series of panzer units were 

formed by withdrawing cadres from those already existing. 

28Keegan, Barbarossa, op. cit., P• BJ. 
29Morris, op. cit., P• 77. 



The origi nal t an k st th 
ran g in the panzer divisions--about 

400 - - wa s t oo h i gh and be s ides 
' many of the machines were 

the frail Mark I's and II's. 

The heavier tanks (Mark III and Mark IV) made a 

better complement, when balanced against a rather larger 

proportion of infantry. 

By early 1941, a panzer di vision consisted of one 

tank re g iment of about 150 ?00 tanks, two motorized rifle 

regiments (later called Panzer Grenadiers)- -whose soldiers 

were carried in armored half - trac ks - -and a motorcycle 

reconnaissance battalion.JO 

Classic blitzkrieg tactics were onl y partially 

successful in the void which is Russia. The panzer bi t es 

were simpl y too bi g . Nonetheless, Hitle r in s isted up on 

closing the far-flun g pincers, al t hough isolation--the 

deadliest enemy of hi gh - speed warfa re --was t he all - too

common result. However, while thous ands of Ru ssian t roop s 

filtered out of the encirclemen t s, cou nt less others were 

herded off to German p rison camps. 

By July 14, if German intelli gence was accurate, 

the Red Army should not even exist. Yet f resh divisions 

. 31 kept appearing. And althoilgh Russian r esis t ance con-

t . d throughout the summer and autumn, the 1nue to sti1'ren 

30Keegan, op. cit., PP• 4l-4J . 

'Jl h p c1· t p. 265 . 
~ McCulloug , 0 • ·' 
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surge of the panzers could not be restrained. 

Wi thout doubt the tank which caused the greatest 

impact during the war was the Russian T-34, when first it 

came into action against the Germans in 1941 summer, • The 
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Mark III's and Mark IV's, rarely challenged, had remained 

in production with no radical improvements. Suddenly, they 

were confronted with a tank capable of knocking them out 

beyond their range. Mounting a dependable 76 mm. gun, the 

T-34 was beautifully balanced with an outstanding combina

tion of armament, self-protection, range, speed, and 

reliability. Broad tracks allowed it to maneuver on soft 

ground when its German counterparts bogged down. Only the 

initial incompetence of Russian tank crews robbed T-34 of 

the full fruits due its technical superiority. Fortunately 

for the Germans, only about 1,000 of these vehicles had 

come off assembly lines prior to June 22, and only a 

. 32 handful were assigned to combat units. 

The Russian KV (Klimenti Voroshilov)-I was probably 

the first fully Russian-conceived design to enter produc

tion. Much heavier than T-34, KV-I employed many of the 

f lthough its ·armor was not sloped nearly so same eatures, a 

well as that of its lighter combat companion. Both Russian 

Us ed sporadically in front-line designs are still being 

service to this day. 

32 Morris, cit., P• 76 • ..:O:,.:P;_;•;.....---



On October 8, 1941, Guderian 1 s panzer group 

(ass i gned to Army Group Center) had their first encounter 

with the T-34. Upon hearing reports from his unit com

manders , he wrote : 

descriptions ••• of the new tactical handling of the 
Russian tanks was very worrying. Our defensive 
weapons available at that period were only successful 
against the T-34 when the conditions were unusually 
favorable. The short -barreled 75 mm gun or the Mark 
IV was only effective if the T- 34 was attacked from 
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the rear; even then a hit had to be scored on the 
grating above the engine to knock it out. It 
required very great skill to manoeuver into a posi
tion from which such a shot was possible. The Russians 
attacked us frontally with infantry, while the y sent 
their tanks in, in mass formation, against our flanks. 
They were learning.3 3 

Other gene~als, including Gunther Blumentritt and 

Sapp Dietrich, expressed amazement at their first clash 

with T-34, armored so expertly that German anti-tank shells 

glanced harmlessly off its huli.34 

Also, for the first time, the Germans were without 

complete air supremacy. This was partially because of 

the sheer size of Russia, but mainl y due to the number of 

to Pro tect the German Fa t herland from aircraft necessary 

British bombing. 

been Written about the effect of the Much has 

durin g the fateful drive on Russian winter on the Germans 

Moscow. Wi t II played no favorites Many argue "General n er 

33Keegan, Barbarossa, op. cit., PP• 141-43. 

?4 cit., p. 855. ~ Sh irer, ~o.P~•--



and opposed the Russians as much as he did the Germans. 

Howe ver, this assertion merely reflects a lack of under

standing of the overall situation. 

Two major factors favored the Russians in that 

first winter campaign. The weather is always less severe 

on the defender than on the attacker. And since the major 

goal of the Germans was to capture Moscow, mobility even 

in impossible c_onditions was compulsory. Furthermore, 

as Moscow was the obvious and only possible objective, no 

indirect movements or feints could be effective. Direct 

pressure always steadies the defense and makes supply les s 

complex. 

Finally, the Russians were fully prepared for 

winter. Fur hats, white capes (which also made a less 

conspicuous target), felt boots, and padde d j ackets were 

d 1 i h All were issued as essential as skis, sleds, an s e gs. 

in the Red Army. The Germans, on the other hand, were 

completely unprepared for winter. 

General Blumentritt wrote: 

d 1 broke and almost ove r -
Then the weather sud en Ry ian winter was upon us. 

night the full fury of th~ ussd t o th irt y degrees of 
The thermometer suddenl y .r~pb; heavy falls of snow. 
f rost. This was accompanie ide presen t ed the tra
Wi thin a few days the countrys winter with steadily 
ditional picture or a :uf~!~~asing difficulty the two 
decreasing momentum and to battle their way towards 
panzer groups continue 
Moscow. J5 

5 cit., P• 272. 3 McCullough, ;0~F~•--
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The Moscow offensive was blunted at Tula (just 

south of the capital) in mid-November. Desperately short 

of tanks, Tula was defended chiefly by a regiment of 85 mm. 

ant i -aircraft guns, deployed before the city. As the 

German spearhead approached, the 85 1 s opened fire. Twenty 

German tanks were knocked out in as many minutes. 

Astounded, the Russians laid plans to utilize 

their newfound weapon. Before the next spring, the 85 rnm. 

gun would emerge as a field/anti-tank gun, as well as in 

the up-gunned version of the T-34.36 

Germany's defeat before the gates of Moscow revealed 

tank strength to be at a low ebb. All units were short of 

spare parts and many panzer divisions had been reduced to 

less than one-fourth of original strength.37 Counter

attacks (beginning December 6, 1941) by the Russians 

diminished this number even more. 

on March 30, 1942, a German Army report revealed 

Only el'ght of the 162 total Axis divisions the cold facts. 

in Russia were fit for an offensive. In the sixteen 

1 140 tanks were serviceable, a panzer divisions, on Y 
. ii 38 

number less than the normal allotment for one divs on. 

36weeks, op. cit., p. 102. 

37 op. cit., pp. 139-40. Keegan, Barbarossa, -

cit., p. 909 . 
.=,O..,;.P~•--
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Russian losses were e ven more terrible. By the end 

of September in 1941, Russia had already lost 2,500,000 

men, 22,000 artillery pieces, 14,000 planes, and 18,000 

(mostly out -dated) tanks.39 

Yet the Russians held on. The successful defenses 

around Leningrad and before Moscow were organized by 

Marshal Georgi Konstantinovich Zhukov. 40 And the failure 

of the Germans to capture either of these cities probably 

saved Stalin's regime. The tide had begun to turn. 

39McCullough, op. cit., p. 250. 
k , Greatest 

40 . K Zhukov, Marshal Zhu ov ;heodore Shabad 
Georgi • E. Salisbury, tranis. 1969) pp. 

Battles, ed. Harrison Row, pub lishers, nc., ' 
(New York: Harper and 
29-35. 



CHA P'T'ER IV 

'I'HE BEG IN NI NG OF 'I'HE END 

The Soviet Union's freatest hero of 
the war, Georgi 

Zhukov, began his string of victories against the 

Japanese in 1939. Border clashes in the vicinity of 

Khalkhir-Gol (on the eastern approaches of Mongolia) had 

erupted into a small - scale war. Zhukov patiently built up 

a big advantage in manpower and armor, then drove the 

Japanese back with crushing losses. Howe ver, Zhukov 

himself was always willing to accept enormous losses. 

For this, he offered no excuses. After the war, he 

explained to General Eisenhower: 

If we come to a mine field, our infantry attack 
exactly as if it were not there. The losses we get 
from personnel mines we consider onl y equal to those 
we would have gotten from machine guns and 
artillery if the Germans had chosen to defend the 
area with strong bodies of troops instead of mine 
fields.l 

Uncharitable reasoning, by Western standards. 

Very few support vehicles were assi gned to Russian 

military forces. There were no baggage columns. Any 

personal effects were carried on the soldier's person. 

Most of European Russia is ideal for armored war-

h t al and southe r n sections. fare, especially t e cen r 
Its 

1zhukov, cit., PP• 7-B. _o....,p_. __ _ 
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fl a tne ss is illustra t ed by t he fact 

that from its source to 
t he mouth, t he might y Volga ni 

ver falls onl y two hundred 
fee t . An e yewitness repor t t 0 the New York Times Magazine 
observed: 

••••• that the East h 
on which tanks, faster h!s ~ow become a battlefield 
any the world has ever'k aviebr, and better armed than 

nown efore a fi ht' war on a scale greater th , re g 1ng a 
1 2 · an ever recorded in human anna s. 

Russian tank desi gners understood their job 

thoroughly. They ignored refinements and concentrated on 

the essentials--gun power, armor, and cross-cou ntry per

formance. Throughout the war, their sus pension systems 

were far in advance of the west and sli ghtly ahead of 

Germany. The amazing T-34 was firs t buil t in 1939, and 

was designed by the brilliant Mikhail Koshkin. A simple 

design, the T-34 does not appear at first to be such an 

outstanding innovation. However, i t s performance quickly 

changes one's opinion. The broad (nineteen-inch) tracks 

and low ground-bearing pressu re of onl y te n pound s per 

square inch allowed the tank to mane uver in conditions 

which immobilized its German counte r pa r t s .3 Wi t h 60 mm. of 

armor, the T- 34 weighed about 28 to ns. Powe r ed by a 12-

cylinder diesel engine, i t was fas t er (32 m. p .h.) than the 

2P h ili p Jord e n , "Whe n Tank M~et s T~nk, " The New 
York Times Magazine, October 19, 194 , P • · 

3Morris, loc. ci t . 
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lighter German tanks. Built in factories throughout the 

Soviet Union, eventually about 40,000 T-34's were built 

(according to unreliable Russian claims).4 

The KV-1, weighing a healthy 46 tons, was powered 

by the same engine and armed with the same gun as the T-34. 

Somewhat slower than the T-34, the KV -1 was protected by 

106 mm. of armor.
5 

Germany's first encounter with this 

Russian heavy tank was in Lithuania during late summer of 

1941. It was a most unpleasant surprise. 

A lone KV-1 maneuvered itself into position 

between a German river bridgehead and an advancing divi

sion. It simply parked in the middle of the road, facing 

the invaders. Soon the Germans brought up a battery of 

six Pak 38 (anti - tank) guns. From a range of 900 yards, 

their shells glanced harmlessly off the heavy armor. The 

KV-1 knocked out two of the guns and damaged the others, 

causing severe casualties to the crews. 

That night twelve German engineers crept up to the 

tank and placed satchel charges under the suspension. 

The next morning revealed the tracks had not been cut. In 

sustained by the KV-1. Later fact, no obvious damage was 

the bridgehead was cautiously that day an Be mm. gun from 

d f the tank seemingly without moved to within 800 yar s O ' 

4Batc.\1elor and Macksey' 

5Ibid.., p. 99, 

cit., p. 113 • .:.O,i.;..P.;._• __ 
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be ing de t ected. Just as th 
e gun's crew was readying to 

fi r e , the KV-1 swung its turret. Th au 
e u mm. gun was 

blasted into the ditch. 

The situation was serious. 0 ne tank was holding 
up the advance of an entire division! 

The next morning six German tanks maneuvered into 

concealed positions surrounding the KV-1. Their shells 

had no effect on the Russian tank, but did succeed in 

occupying the crew's attention. At this time the Russians 

failed to notice that another 88 mm. gun was being moved 

in behind them. The seventh shell finall y knocked out the 

tank. Later examination revealed onl y two of the 88 mm. 

shells had penetrated the KV-l's armor. 

Very much sobered, the German advance again 

continued, having been delayed fort y-eight hours by a 

single tank. 6 

Even before these excellent Russian tanks were 

encountered, Hitler had demanded a higher velocity gun for 

the Mark IV. 

7 against it. 

Nevertheless, the Ordn~nce Office argued 

When the need was shockingl y exposed, German 

k di asked at first the T-34 be copied. tan sol ers 
This 

request was rejected for obvious reasons. German industry 

Richard 
p. 233. 

6 't pp 58-59. weeks, op. ci ., • 
the Third Reich, 

?Albert Speer, Insf~ew York: Macmillan 
and Clara Win st on 8 

trans. 
Co., 1970), 



did not pos sess t he facilities to produce the type of 

armo r or the light alloy diesel engine that made the T-34 

so effective. Besides, Germany needed to think about the 

next generation of Russian tanks, not the present one. In 

the meantime, Mark III and Mark IV were up-gunned and up

armored. This went far to restore the balance, although a 

lack of spare parts remained a serious problem. By 1942, 

most panzer divisions were being re -equipped with the up 

gunned version of the Mark IV. Its armo r was not sloped 

so well as that of the T-- 34 , bu t i t s hi gh - vel ocity 77 mm. 

gun made up much of the difference. e 

While the army re quested a t ank with greater 

maneuverability than the T -34 , Hi t ler ins isted increased 

d thi k was the grea t er need and would gun range an c er armor 

produce more favora e resu s. bl lt Quoting figu res of shell 

velocity and penetrat on resu s i lt by heart , he woul d of te n 

include the completel y irrele van t example of warshi ps . He 

explained ~ 

In 1 battle the side havin g the greater 
a nave e rea t e r dis t ance. Even 

range can open fire at.ih gi f along with this he 
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if it is onl y half a mi e. he mus t nece ssarily be 
has stronger armor· · • ft. 9 The f as t e r ship has 
superior. What er~ you ~ti~r~e i ts gr ea t er speed . 
only one advantage. to to say a sh i p can pos s i bl y 

t' Do you mean . b for retrea 1ng . d supe r ior ar t illery Y 
overcome heavier armor antl the same f or tanks. ~our 
greater speed? It's exdacme!ting the heavier tank. 
faster tank has to avoi 

cit., P• 7B, 8Mackse y , Panzer, ~0~E~·--
9Speer , loc. cit, 



This argument fails to b 
e convincing when one con-

siders the nature of land, the 
effect of weather, and the 

infantry element. Howev h 
er, wen the superior Russian 

industrial capacity is taken into account, it begins to 

sound like a good idea. 

The Germans decided it was essential they develop 

a new medium and heavy tank. The proposed tanks, to be 

called Panther (Mark V) and Tiger (Mark VI), were 

originally to weigh thirty and fifty tons, respectively. 

They were both to employ the same powerful engine, allow

ing the lighter Panther (as its name implies) much more 

agility. However, Hitler's demands for increased armor 

eventually raised Tiger's weight to fifty-six tons and 

Panther's to about forty-eight tons. 10 As a result, 

Tiger's frontal armor was 100 mm. while Panther's was 120 

mm. The main armament of the Panther tank was to be the 

very effective high-velocity 75 mm. gun. 11 The armament 

of the Tiger will be discussed later. 

Still harboring dreams of a super-hea vy tank in 

excess of one hundred tons, Hitler prevailed upon Dr. 

Porsche to undertake the design of such a machine. Of 

b ilt in small numbers, necessity, they would h~ve to be u 

lOibid., p. 234. 
op. cit., pp. 128-29. llsatchelor and Mackse y , -
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one at a time. The j 
pro ect was code-named "Mouse," but 

never advanced beyond the planning stages. 12 

Let us not forget th 8 original intention of the 

tank concept was to protect soldiers from enemy fire. And 

although the tank role was later expanded, it would be for 

naught unless the crew's safety was guaranteed. Since the 

shield is only as strong as its k wea est seam, types of 

armor and particularly the techn1·ques f j i o o ning armor 

plates should be of special interest. 

First of all, it was essential plate quality be 

high, for impurities in the armor could cause it to fail 

when struck. However, high-quality armor is often diffi

cult to work, resulting in production problems and 

unmerited costs. 
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Because electrical welding was onl y in the develop

mental stages, the thin armor plates used by the earlier 

tank models had to be joined in another way. Before 

hardening, the plate had to be drilled--an intricate 

process that often caused cracking. The plates would then 

be riveted together and attached to a frame. when gaps 

inevitably occurred, the hazard to the crew increased. 

Shells striking the hull produce molten metal (called 

"splash") which could pass through the gap and ricochet 

about the interior of the tank. 

12speer, loc. cit. 
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The industrial boiler 1 Pate used on some primitive 
models was easil y obtainable d i 

an s mple to attach (to 

existing vehicles) by means of b lt 0 s. Unfortunately, 
boiler plate was formed of low-grade 

steel and allowed 
penetration by rifle bullets. As if that was not bad 

enough, the bolts tended to snap of f under a few sharp 

blows. 

Casting was far and awa y the best method of 

armoring. However, it was a formidable undert aking, 

particularly ir large designs were involved, 

Before the Second World va r , civilian industry had 

little use for heavy elec tric weldi ng , And althou gh 

research had demonstrated t echnique s by which it could be 

accomplished, this me thod of jointing was slow t o come 

into use. Due to expense as much as to conserva t i sm , 

British firms were reluctant t o adopt th i s superior method . 

As a result, British armo r was cri tici ze d (just i f iably ) 

throughout the war as being of in f e rior quality . 

Allied armor plate was nearl y alwa ys of hi gh 

quality. Any problems ge nerall y r e sulted from the selection 

f f 1 t earl v in the war, of o the wrong type o . p a e or, J 

shortages. Once the Americans buil t bigger fou nd ries , how-

d d By so doing , 
ever, large castings could be mass pro uce • 

the need to join plates was reduced and strength was 

greatly increased. 
On the other hand, British industry--

. d to rivet and bolt plates, 
al r eady established--continue 



onl y slowly converting to elect• 
r1c welding. 

In Germany, all tanks produced after 1934 were 

welded, Al though several technical difficulties surfaced 

in connection with uneven cooling, cracking, and various 

other problems, welding embodied great strength. At the 

same time, production was simplified with the immediate 

advantage of increased numbers and reduced costs.13 

Needless to say, the angle at which armor was 

struck largely determined whether the shell penetrated the 

hull or was deflected, Although sloped armor was vastly 

superior to armor plates hung vertically , earl y tanks--

to accommodate ri veting--were forced to empl oy the latter 

method. Casting and welding processes later made sloped 

armor easier to attach. To illustrate the value of 

sloping, as opposed to hanging armor vertically, armor 

sloped at only 50 degrees doub led protection wi thout 

· h' k ei gh t 14 An armor plate one increasing its t 1c ness or w • 

inch thick (average for a li ght tank) can wei gh 41 pou nd s 

f t On a l ight tank, a one-inch coverage of per square oo • 

armor weighs ten tons •15 

S teel plate was of the "faceBefore the war, most 

This S
ort was speciall y processed to give hardened" type. 

1 'L k e Y op • c i t. ' P • 1 o O. ✓~atchelor and Macs ' -

14Ibid,, p. 119, 

15 't p. 139, Morris, op. Cl., 
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a hard, penetration-resistant su f 
r ace layer. 

stronger core supported the hardened surface. 
A softer but 

It was 
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effective against early armor-piercing shells, for the hard 

surface caused the nose of the projectile to shatter. It 

was later discovered face-hardened steel 
could be defeated 

by making the nose of shells blunter and by fitting them 

With a sort steel cap. Since thi's t f ype o armor already 

was expensive and time-consuming to manufacture, its con-

quest meant its general abandonment.16 

Some designers built double-hulled tanks. With an 

air space between the surfaces, the shell often would 

detonate prior to reaching the inner hull, thus sparing the 

tank and the crew. 17 

However, as the war wonod down, most successful 

tanks depended on more simple protection--the intelligent 

sloping of thicker armor. 

Accordingly, in terms of firepower and armor p ro-

tection, Tiger put the Germans ahead of the Russians. Its 

main armament was the gun which had proven most successful 

in coping with the T-34--the 88 mm. dual-purp ose gun . 

Originally designed as an anti-aircraft gun, the 88 mm. 

d . d to be remarkably versatile. gun was 1scovere 
Too often, 

16Ibid. 

l'?Bei.tchelor and Macksey, loc. cit. 
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however, due to its hurried d 
pro uction, the Tiger broke 

down. A lack of speed and difficulty 
in handling eventually 

restricted Tiger to a mainly defensive role. 
However, in 

spite of teething problems, Tiger 
boasted of two innovative 

features: a schnorkel tube, which allowed 
wading up to 

thirteen feet; and torsion bar suspensi·on 
, designed by Dr. 

Porsche. Although this suspension system was incredibly 

strong and compact, it was also very simple. The bar 

was attached to the tank's hull and flexed (on a spring) 

with the up and down movements of the whee1.l8 

While the Germans were fe verishly producing a new 

generation of tanks, Russian armed forces swelled to 

5,534,500 men, 4,959 (late-model) tanks, over 40,000 guns 

and mortars, and 2,480 aircraft. 19 

To make matters worse, in January of 1942, Hitler-

influenced by his artillery officers - -ordered much of the 

tank chassis industry into assult gun production. Although 

the absence of a complicated turret mechanism made these 

vehicles much simpler to produce in quantity , they were at 
20 

a definite disadvantage on the battlefield. 

On the morning of February 8, 1942, a turning 

point was reached in German arms production. The Minister 

lBibid., pp. 82-83. 

19 ·t 114 Zhukov, op. c1 •, P • • 
h Clash of Armour (New 

20Geoffrey Jukes, Kursk: Te 
York: Ballantine Books, Inc., i 9bB), p. 2~. 
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of Armaments and Munitions, Dr. Fritz Todt 
' was killed in an 

airplane crash. 

Just before l·OO 
· p.m. that afternoon, Hitler's 

architect, thirty-six year old Alb t , 
er Speer, was summoned 

to his Fuhrer's office at Rastenburg, in East Prussia. 

Although Speer had no experience in either industry or 

politics, he was entrusted with all of Todt's responsi

bilities.21 

Albert Speer combined good sense and sound 

decentralization (with astonishing success) within a 

national system being over -centralized by Hitler. Except 

for the SS production, over which he had no control, Speer 

brought order and cooperation. 

By August of the same year, according to Index 

Figures for German Armaments End-Products, production had 

• increased 27 percent for big guns, 25 percent for tanks, 

and 97 percent for ammunition. Total armament production 

22 
increased by 59.6 percent. 

Speer, along with the military high command, 

argued in favor of producing more spare parts. They 

existi ng tanks was less expensive and reasoned repairing 

more practical than building new ones. Even though spare 

bl t o get on the Eastern Front, parts were almost impossi e 

2lspeer, op. cit., PP• 194-95. 

22 rbid., p. 210 
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panzer units hesitated to send d 
amaged tanks to Germany for 

repair. They feared that they i h 
mg t not be returned. 

Panzer leaders felt a patched tank in the hand was worth 

more than two working tanks in Ge,.,,,.,any. I dd 
u 11 n a ition, 

Hitler preferred to assign new tanks int i o un ts being 

formed at home, in preference to those on the front. 

Finally, he argued if adequate spare parts were produced, 

new tank production would be reduced by 20 percent (from 

Filhrerprotokoll, May 6-7, 1942, Point 38). 23 

Meanwhile, Russian T-34's and KV-l's were rolling 

off their assembly lines in the Urals at a rate of about 

two thousand per month. By contrast, monthly production 

of Mark IV, Germany's most useful tank, onl y topped the 

100 mark in October of 1942. 24 Even worse, the Mark IV 

was inferior to T-34 in every respect, except in the gun

power of its latest version. 

Spring and summer of 194? witnessed a replay of 

G · to 1·es Howe ver, because the previous summer's erman v1c r • 

of irreplaceable losses in manpower t he previous year, the 

h southern portion of Russia. offensive was restricted tote 

Hitler hoped to strangle Apparently giving up on Moscow, 

. . the Caucasus oil fields. the Soviet war effort by seizing 

23Ibid., p. 234. 

24Jukes, op. cit., P• 25. 



Rolling across the seemingly endless 
steppes, the 

panzers drew closer to Stalingrad and a date 
with destiny. 

It is highly possible had the 
Russian city of 

Tsaritsyn not been renamed Stalingrad, it would not have 

become the most crucial battleground of the war. Located 

on the Volga, Stalingrad was a natural point to anchor the 

northern flank of the German offensive. However, it is 

doubtful its position justified the involvement and 

sacrifice of the entire German Sixth Army. Most likely, 

Hitler envisioned the fall of Stalingrad would humiliate 

his most despised opponent. The propaganda aspect over

shadowed its military value, and the Flihrer became 

obsessed. 

Most experts are convinced Stalingrad could have 

been taken on the run, but interference and indecision by 

Hitler prevented its capture. 25 The one possible fallacy 

in this allegation is to assume that different German 
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2
5william Craig, Ene~y ~I ;~t i~;::n:h~.B~~~~~nfor 

Stalingrad (New York: Reed~~ ~l gAfter the war, General 
and Co., Inc., 1973), PP•i th• First Panzer Army) confided 
Ewald von Kleist (comma nd ng ";he Fourth Panzer Army • • • 
this belief to Liddell Hart: "th ta fight at the end of 
could have taken Stalingrad wi ~ulp me in crossing the 
July, but was diverte~ south t~ndeit merel y congested ~he 
Don I did not need its aid, d orth again a fortnight • it turne n t roads I was using. When d just sufficient forces a 
later the Russians had ~at~~~~ell Hart, The German Generals 
Stalingrad to check it. 
~' pp. 169-71. 



decisions would have produced th 
e same Russian reactions. 

Still, the battle has been refought many times in the 

memoirs of German generals, always with a different out

come. 
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As in Warsaw, the concept of blitzkrieg was totally 

useless in Stalingrad. There the panzers forfeited their 

advantages and allowed the Russian infantry to dictate 

the mode of combat. Marshal Zhukov, in command of the 

overall defense of the southern front, contained the 

Germans in the cit y . Then, in November, he unleashed his 

newly-formed tank armies, smash ing th rou~h apathetic 

satellite armies (guarding the German flanks) and sur

rounding the German Sixth Army. After a feeble and belated 

attempt at relief, the pathetic remnants of the Sixth Army 

finall y capitulated on February 2, 1943. 26 

Beside s irreplaceable lo s ses of manpower, the 

Germans lost 1,500 tanks and 60,000 support vehicles. 

These fi gures represent the equivalent of six mon t hs • pro 

duction.27 

The previous September (1942 ), Tiger had made its 

first battle appearance. Committed in unsuitable terrai n 

. h ver it was not eff ec tive. in a secondary action, owe , 

26rbid., p. 390. 

~7 't p. 92. c Morris, op. ci ., 
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Having learned the 1 essons of the past, Russian 
generals now handled their tank forces w1'th 

confidence and 
skill. Substantial Lend-Iease 'd f 

J 
81 rom the United States 

in the form of trucks and 
canned foods revolutionized 

Russian supply problems. Their biggest weakness was their 

tendenc y to maintain advances which were costly and 

unprofitable. This weakness allowed the Germans to 

stabilize the front and gain a needed respite. 

In March, 1943, General Erich van Manstein, com-

mantling Army Group South, recaptured Kharkov in a brilliant 

armored operation. For the first time Tigers were able to 

demonstrate their ability. 28 

Only in November (194?) had Tiger production 

reached 25 vehicles per month (up from th ir t een the previous 

month). Around December 1, it was decided to stop producing 

Mark III. This move did not increase produc t ion of mo ~e 

modern types, however, for Hitler ordere d the continued 

production of the Mark III chassis for use in self-propelled 

assault guns. 

In desperation, the OKH (Army Hi gh Comma nd ) 

requested (in February, 1943) the abandonmen t of all tank 
29 However, production except that of Tiger and Pan th8 r. 

trl'ckled off the assembl y lines, 
since those models only 

28 Ibid. 

29Jukes, op. cit., p. 29. 



compl iance wi th the request would 
have had disasterous 

results. The Mark IV, meanwhile 
'was still effective in 

skilled hands, now that it at last 
had a gun comparable to 

the 76 . 2 mm . gun mounted by T-34. 

Those Panthers of the first 325 sent to Russia 

which could be recovered were 
recalled to Germany for re-
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building, due to various defects (in steering, power plant, 

) 30 etc •• 

Panther was a great tank, despite earl y difficulties. 

The real tragedy , from the German viewpoint, was it could 

never be built in sufficient quanti t ies to meet a despera t e 

situation. And although Albert Speer was able to increase 

output to almost miraculous numbers, only 5,50e Panthers 

were built durin g the course of the war. One of the majo r 

obstructions to production was the strategic bombing by 

the Allied air forces. Other problems resulted from a 

dilution of skilled labor and a failing suppl y of vital 

materials. 31 

On February ?O, 1943, Colonel General Hei nz 

. d I to Ge neral of Armored Force s . Guderian was appo1nte nspec r-

He had been forcibly retired by Hitler during t he winte r 

of 1941-42, but his expertise was again needed. And 

• d a part or the although self-propelled guns remains 

't p. 110. 30Macksey, Panze r , op, c1 ., 

31 k e y op. cit,, PP• 
Batchelor a nd Macs ' -

128-29. 
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artillery arm and were not under Guderian's 

control, at 
least the panzer soldiers n h d 

ow ti a spokesman in Berlin. 
Produc t ion of the new 

Tigers, Panthers, and 

Ferdinands (heavy assault g.uns) would 
go on, but "mad 

scientists" like Dr. Porsche would find it more difficult 

to sell wild ideas 1'or super -heavy tanks.32 

Guderian was appalled a t the condition to which 

his beloved armored divisions had sunk. His original 

establishment for a panzer division in 1940 called for four 

battalions of one hundred tanks each. Guderian though t 

the dilution to ?00 tanks and one battalion of assault 

guns (during win t er of 194 1-h2) was bad enough, but German 

tank production wa s not able to replace losses on the 

Eastern Front. \·Jhe n he assume d his new of t'ice, the 

ei ghteen panzer divisio ns in Russia had onl y 495 bat tl e

worthy tanks among them--an average of onl y 27 per division. 

Guderian therefore felt that Germany should not plan a 

ma j or offensi ve for the comin g summer, as the time was 

needed to restore the armored units to an ef fective 

strength. 33 

His arguments were to no avail, however, f or 

Hitler's Balkan politics required that Ge rman y resume the 

32Jukes, op. cit., PP• 2 9- 31. 

JJibid ., p . 36. 
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offe nsi ve . As early as April, R 
ussian intelligence 

unc overed the German plans and 34 
prepared for the assault. 

Rus sian industry was now fully 
mobilized for war, and f or 

the first time since the war in R i 
uss a began, the Russian s 

were confident in their ability to prevail. 
And due to t he 

lavishness wi th which the United States provided trucks 

and jeeps to the Soviet Union, Russian industry was able 

to focus on the manufacture of weapons. 

Operation "Zitadelle" (Citadel), code - name for the 

German summer offensive, was devised to pinch ou t the Kur sk 

salient--a huge bulge which dominated the Eastern Fron t . 

After the Russian forces in the salient were disposed of-

the Germans hoped--there would be a repetition of t he 

routs that characterized "Barbarossa" two years earlier. 

After delays to build up tank strength, the offensive 

finally began on July 5, 1943.35 

The Battle of Kursk, as the Russians called it, 

produced the greatest armored clashes in hiS t0 r y . Although 

34 . 45-46. Soviet intelligence pene trated 
Ibid., pp. the Armed Forces), itself. 

the OKW (HI°gFlCornmand of 11 • 11 was an anti- Nazi 
Rudolph Rossler, code-namedd Lu~~;uainted with ten hi gh 
German living in switzerla~ his anti- Nazi views--eight 
ranking ofricers who share ble to provide valuable 
employed in OKW --Rossler was ar f ct orders often were 
information to the Russians. ~ dath~ German field com
read in Moscow before they reac e 
manders, 

J5Ibid,, p, 85, 



t he Germans were armed with n 
ew and more powerful tanks 

(Tiger and Panther), the Russian 
defenses were simply too 

deep. In addition, the Red Army held clear advantages in 

manpower, artillery, and tanks. A nd for the first time, 

the Russian ~ir force held a numerical advantage over the 

Luftwarre. 36 

Probably the biggest single mistake made by the 

Germans was to give up the opportunism of mobile war and 

meet the Russians on ground of their own choosing. 

By th~ end of the first day, 163 Panthers had 

broken down- -due to mechanical ailments. Only forty could 

be recovered. 

On July 13, six hundred German and nine hundred 

Soviet tanks clashed in one last, desperate German attempt 

to break through. This was the largest single t ank 

engagement 01' the war. On that day the Wehrmacht lost 

four hundred tanks and ten thousand men. 37 
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A few days later, Zhukov launched a massive counter

ot't'ensive- -chasing the Germans back be yond Kharkov and 

toward the pra-war borders. 

Both Tiger and Pan ther pe rf ormed we l l, desp i t e 

On the ot her hand, Ferdinand some technical difficulties. 

36Ibid., pp. 78-79. 

37Morris, op. cit., p. 96. 



proved vulne r able to infantry , due to its lack of secondary 

armamen t (machi ne gu ns). 

Late r up -armoring of T-34 and the introduction of 

the "Josef Stalin " (heavy tank) series put the Russians 

back on an equal basis with the Germans in armored 

quality. Even without these improveme nt s, however, the 

Battle of Kursk revealed that the strate gic balance had 

shifted in favor of the Red Army. 



CHAPTER V 

A FINAL BLAZE OF GLORY 

While the summer of 1943 saw the Russians gain the 

upper hand on the Eastern Front, it i s necessary to 

retrace back two years in order to review the events taking 

place in North Africa. 

In the desert war, the British Crusader made its 

first appearance against the Germans in June, 1941 during 

Operation "Battleaxe." At 18 . 5 tons, Crus ader was fa s t 

and graceful-looking. Speeding across t he desert with its 

treads churning up sand, it made an impressive sight. On 

the negative side, however, Crusader's light 40 mm. gun 

and its relatively thin armor left it generally inferior 

to Rommel's Mark TV's. Moreover, the pa ce by which 

Crusader was forced through production resulted in the 

inability to iron out defects before actual combat. During 

"Battleaxe " more Crusaders fell into enemy hands due to 
' 

mechanical breakdown than to battle damage. 
1 

The fi~st American tank to see action in North 

Africa was the light (12 tons) M3 Stuart. 
sometimes called 

1 d over a decade and was 
"honey," the Stuart was deve ope 

therefore very reliable. 
Yet its 37 mm. gun and 43 

cit., p. 109. 
1Batchelor and Mackse y , ~0~F~•--

mm. 



armor l eft it a step behind th 1 e atest German weapons.2 
Always lagging in design and production 

of tanks, 
the United States built only 300 tanks in 1940. And of 

the 4,100 tanks produced the next year, 
1 a most all were 

the outdated M3.3 However, at the same time prepa ti , ra ons 
were being made for full-scale production. The giant 
American motor corporations--General M otors, Ford, and 

Chrysler {to name the largest)--were busily laying down 

their assembly lines. 
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Already under development in 1940 was the medium 

tank M3Al, designated General Lee. For want of something 

better this badly arranged machine went into production. 

Mounting a limited traverse 75 mm. gun in the hull and a 

37 mm. gur. in its tiny turret, the Lee was forced to 

expose its bulk in order to engage the enemy. This wa s 

not done because the Americans en j oyed danger, but because 

in 1941 their industry was incapable of producing anything 

better. It staggers the mind when one considers the 

technology necessary to produce the castings and other 

components that enable the construc tion of a tank that 

could house the 75 mm. gun in its turret. Furthermore, the 

Lee faced another disadvantage. While its gun threw a 

2Macksey, Tank, op. cit., p. 78. 

3rbid., p. 93. 



14 .4-pound shot at 1 850 f 
' eet per second, the Mark III's 

50 mm. gun achieved 2 700 feet 
' per second with a 4.5-pound 

shot. 4 

The next American medium t 
ank, the M345 (General 

Grant), was similar to the Lee. 
Possessing most of the 

Lee's shortcomings, Grant came into production in July of 

1941. By April of the next year, two thousand models had 

been built. 5 

The most famous American t k f an o · the war, the M4 
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(General Sherman) first appeared in prototype three months 

before America's entry into the war. Sherman was a major 

breakthrough in American tank design, for finally they had 

produced a machine with thick armor (81 rnm.) and a good 

75 mm. gun--mounted in a full-size, rotating turret. 

Sherman weighed 33 tons and carried a full crew of five. 

One innovation was a gun stabilizer that tried, without 

success, to allow the gunner to maintain con~tant gun ele

vation while moving. 6 The device could not keep pace with 

the pitching of the tank, however, and resulted in a sort 

of shell spray. The effect was not totally without value, 

although it caused little material damage. The Sherman 

incorporated a spiral-spring, bogie-type suspension that 

4Batchelor and Macksey, op. cit., p. 112. 

5Macksey, ~' op. cit., p. 96. 
6Ibid. 
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helped achieve mobility and effecti 
veness when 

rough terrain. Also introduced on the Sherman 
moving over 

were rubber-
block, rubber-jointed tracks. 

While the metal-jointed 
tracks of the German Mark IV could only 

be expected to 

last an average of 600 miles, it was not unusual for the 

Sherman to get 3,000 miles from its tough rubber tracks.7 

Its bigge st disadvantage was the relatively high silhouette, 

made necessary by its use of a bulky, radial engine. 

The successor to the Sherman was to be the M26 

(General Pershing)--mounting a powerful 90 mm. gun. How

ever, production plans were postponed early in 1943 in 

order to concentrate on Sherman. As a re sult, the M26 

would not be ready for delivery until late in 1944. 8 

Meanwhile, Am0rican assembly lines were turning out Sherman s 

in remarkable numbers. At the peak of production, a Sherman 

could be assembled (from prefabricated parts) in thirty 

minutes. Before the end of the war, 49,234 Sherman tanks 

were built in the United States. 9 

As late as 1967, modified Shermans were employed 

by Israel against some old T-34's possessed by the Egyptian 

Army. 

7Morris, op. cit., P• BS. 
8Macksey, ~' op. cit., p. 129. 

9 i cit., p. 86. Morr s , ..;.O~P-'•---



The combat debut for Sh 
erman was not even with 

American tank crews. Th 
e first several hundred tanks pro-

duced were sent to Field 

British Eighth Army. 

Marshal Be d rnar Montgomery's 

On October 23, 1942, during the 
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decisive Battle of El Alamein, they were ordered into 

action. Capable of firing high exploxive (as well as 

armor-piercing} shells, the presence of the Sherman allowed 

the British to engage exposed 88 mm. guns on relatively 

equal terms for the first time.lo 

Britain's own Churchill infantry tank suffered 

numerous mechanical problems before proving its toughness 

and agility on the steep slopes of Tunisia. The Churchill 

weighed 39 tons and mounted two guns- -a 76 mm. in the hull 

and a 40 mm. in the turret. Produced after Dunkirk (1940) 

mainly for want of something better, it did incorporate 

several excellent points. Its steering system conserved 

much of the power generally lost in turning . In fact, the 

tank could be pivoted on its axis while in neutral. The 

spacious interior permitted storage of 150 rounds of 40 mm. 

shells and 58 rounds of 76 mm. shells in addition to the 

five-man crew. In the Mark III version of Churchill, the 

40 mm. gun was replaced with a 57 mm. gun. The tank firs t 

saw action with Canadian crews in the (l 942 ) Dieppe com

mando raid. 11 

lOMackse y , Panzer, op. cit., p. 88. 
llBatchelor and Macksey, op. cit., p. 102. 
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In 1943, the closest th W 

e astern Allies could come 
to matching the German Panth · 

er was with th e Sherman. The 
British adopted the American tank b 

ecause their own 
industry failed to produce anything 

as effective. Nonethe-
less, shot fired from Sherman's 75 

mm. gun attained only 
2,030 feet per second as 

compared to 3,068 feet per second 

achieved by Panther's long-barreled 75 mm. gun.12 

The British adaptation of Sherman--called Firefly-

was armed with their own excellent 76.2 mm. gun. In the 

summer of 1944, it was the only Allied tank capable of 

dealing effectively with either Tiger or Panther. Unfor

tunately, only about 25 percent of the Briti sh armored 

units were equipped with Fireflys.13 

Prior to the Allies' invasion of Hitler's 

"Fortress Europe," the better panzer divisions were con

centrated near Calais. Elsewhere along the coast-

including Normandy--the German tanks were assigned to units 

near the beaches. This <leployme nt was a result of Rommel's 

ill-conceived belief that the An glo-American- Canadian 

landings would be attempted exclusively by infantry. 

Located conveniently nearb y, the panzers could blaS t the 

beachhead back into the sea, thereby saving thousand8 of 

soldiers for the Eastern Front. If, however, the Allies 

12rbid., p. 129. 

1 .3rt:, i d., p. 132. 



es 
managed to accomplish the "impossible" 

a nd land tanks with 
the amphibious troops the pan 

' zers would be more lethal in 

a mass stroke after the landing was established. 
Unfortu-

nately for the Germans, there were 
no st rategically-located 

panzer divisions to carry out such 
a. st roke when the need 

later became evident. 14 

If the Germans were not equal to the occasion, the 

Allies were. Specially adapted armored vehicles, popularly 

Called "funnies," would h d spear ea the planned assault. On 

June 6, 1944, it came. 

On all but one of the five invasion beaches, 

"funnies" of the British 79th Armored Division not only 

saved many lives but contributed enormously to the morale 

of the troops. Only on "Omaha" beach--where the American 

commander refused to use the "funnies" - -we re the casual ties 

extreme. 15 

Included among the "funnies" were the following 

special vehicles. 

The Sherman Duplex-Drive (D.D.) amphi bious tank 

was fitted with a collapsible canvas flotation device and 

twin propellers. The moment its tracks touched the beach, 

the front half of the flotation screen would be dropped 

and the tank was ready for action. 

14Morris, op. cit., P• 99. 

l5Kershaw, op. cit., P• 56 • 

These vehicles provided 
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cover for the Sherman Crab, at k 
an specially equipped to 

flail the beach with numerous h 
c ains--clearing the area by 

exploding anti-personnel mines. Th 
e British Churchill 

Ark (non-combat vehicle) was actuallv 
~ a mobile bridge for 

crossing anti-tank ditches.16 

The success on D-Day established the long-awaited 

"second front." With h d d un re s of Allied tanks flooding 

ashore and with the Anglo -American air forces in firm 

control of the skies, victory was in sight at last. 

GArman industry in 1943 produced 5,996 tanks 

(including 3,073 Mark IV's), 3, 411 assault guns, and 2,657 

self-propelled gun carriages. Since it was becoming more 

and more difficult to increase production, newer and more 

powerful tank designs promised to be German y' s best 

investment. In October of that year Hitler and Guderian 

inspected prototypes of the next generati on of the Mark VI 

Tiger--Tiger II--along with the tank-hunting version of 

Panther--the Jagdpanther. 17 Both were manned by a crew of 

five and were armed with the proven 88 mm. gun. From a 

range of 1,000 yards, this mighty weapon could penetrate 

170 mm. of armor plate sloped at 30°. 15 The Jagdpan ther 

80 mm. Of Well -sloped armor while the was protected by 

l6Ibid. 

17 cit., p. 120. Macksey, Panzer, ~o~E~•--

18rbi~.•, p. 133• 
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Ti ge r II boasted of an unprecedented 185 
mm. of steel 

plate• In terms of weight ( 68 tons)' the 'riger II got 
out 

of hand. However, the armor slope, the 
arrangement of crew 

positions, the excellence of the optics to match its main 

armament, and the accessibility of parts made it all 

worthwhile. Pressed into service late in 1944, only 484 
Tiger II's were built. Deservingly known as "Royal" or 

"King" Tiger, it was the most powerful fighting vehicle 

produced in the Second World War. 19 

On one occasion during the Battle of the Bulge, a 

lone King Tiger halted an entire task f orce of the Second 

(American) Armored Division. Defiantly planted at a 

crossroads north of Bastogne, the German tank withstood 

everything the Americans could hurl at it, including 

artillery, for two hours. Finally, it lumbered off, 

undamaged. 

American tank crews were frustrated against the 

better German tanks. Sherman's only advantage was 

mobility, for its 75 mm. gun could not penetrate Tiger 

II 1 s 8-inch frontal armor, even at point-blank range. 

the other hand, the Tiger's 88 mm. gun could deS t roy a 
20 

Sherman at ranges up to a mile and one-half. 

1 9Ba.tchelor 

20Roland C. 
Inferior Weapons?," 

and Mackse y , op. cit., p. 132. 

an y With 
G k "Must 'tJ e Defeat Ge rm5 38 

as ' k February 26, 194 ' P• • Newswee , 

On 
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German tank production 
continued to improve through-

out 1944, despite heavy Allied bombing . 
More than 19,000 

armored fighting vehicles of all types 
(including 3,955 

panthers) were manufactured that 
year, with most major 

21 
weaknesses resolved. Howe ver, of the 1, ?64 tanks 

manufactured in September end October, only 1, 371 reached 

the front lines, due to transport disruption.22 

To illustrate further the futilit y of the German 

effort, during the same year (1944 ) the British produced 

30,000 armored vehicles, the Russians 30,000, and the 

Americans an astronomical 90,00o. 23 

Russia, whose survival depended on the strength of 

her army in a war fought by armor, had no alternative 

other than to assign her best resources to tank production 

and her best personnel to tank units. The s uccessor to 

the KV-1 and the second-generation KV-85 was the JS (Josef 

Stalin)-2, introduced in 1944 . A very powerful vehicle, 

the JS-2 weighed 46 tons and had 160 mm. of frontal armor. 

Its armament consisted of one 122 mm. gun and four machine 

guns. 24 

JS-3 also came into production in 1944, al though 

21Macksey, Panzer, op. cit., P• 12 7 ■ 
22

I_bid., p. H~l. 

23Morris, op. cit., P• 92 ■ 

4 cit., P• 13o. 21 Batchelor and Macksey, ~0.E~·--



only limited numbers war i e n service before 
the war ended. 

Its sloped armor and dom d t 
e urret suggested engineering 

perfection, but it later became "d 
ev1 ent that its low-

silhouette eng ineering reduced the 
. amount of ammunition 

carried, severely restricted crew spa 
ce, and lowered the 

rate of fire and crew endurance to 8 relatively 25 
poor level. 

Besides the war, itself, probably the greatest 

insult to man resulted from thew t es ern Allies' policy of 

sacrificing qualit y in order to increase the number of 

tanks produced. Kenneth Macksey, a former British tank 

officer, wrote: 

Sheer numbers, in the end, were probably the 
decisive factor, but the needless losses incurred 
in sacrificing quality to numbers are no credit to 
those whose vacillation policies had permitted such a 
situation to arise. To tax the goodwill and lives 
of the crews for doctrinaire reasons by allowing 
genuine research into the future to be clouded and 
prevented by subjective reasoning, could be tanta
mount to an underevaluation of human dignity. It was 
the good fortune of the Allied leadership and industry 
that there were soldiers in the field whose determi
nation in action could make up for technical 
deficiencies in defeating an enemy who was every bit 
as skilful and br,~e as--and usually better equipped 
than--themselves. 

On the Western Front, the American M26 and the new 

British Comet gave the Allies parity with German armor. 

Th tons and mounted a 77 mm. gun, yet 
e Comet weighed 33 

it was not Britain's best tank of the war. 
Another tank 

25Ibid., p. 133. 

26Macksey, ~' op. cit., P· 159 . 
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was rushed across Europe in an effort to acquire a baptism 

of fire before the war ended. Designated Centurian, it 

weighed 47 tons and possessed 120 ITIITl. of well-sloped 

frontal armor. 

27 
firepower. 

The effective 76.2 mm. gun provided the 

After more than five years of war, Britain 

at last had produced a tank worthy of her crews. The 

irony was that the need had passed, for on the morning of 
28 

May 7, 1945, Germany surrendered. 

27Ibid.' p. 155. 1 col. 1. 
May 7, l 9Ll? , p. ' 

28Ne~ York ~imes, 



AFTERWARD 

With the end of th e war in Europe, many experts 
began to cast doubts upon the future of tanks i 

n warfare. 
They asserted the new hollow h -c erge missiles--such as 

bazookas--and the advent of nuclear weapons would make 

tanks obsolete. Yet e very challenge creates an answer. 

And those who foretold the end of tanks failed to provide 

a substitute for them. If war was to continue, as every 

sign in 1945 indicated that it would, armies would be 

required, and armies require armored vehicles. In fact, 

to assume nuclear capability deters conventional aggres

sion is to deny the events of the past thirty years. 

As a decisive weapon of our age, the tank reached 

its zenith during World War Two. It is doubtful the world 

will ever again witness huge formations of tanks battling 

in Europe or anywhere else. 

Nonetheless, recent fightin g in the Middle East 

and the (1969) Soviet suppression in Czechoslovakia 

proved that tanks not only remain militarily important but 

are politically significant as well. Continuing dissidence 

1 f tanks will remain around the globe insures the roe 0 

constant during the foreseeable future. 

1 in the Second World 
Any evaluation of armor's roe 

G panzer divisions, 
War must begi.n and end with the erman 
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for it was their example tha t the Allies 
followed. The 

secret of the early Germen succes 
ses was not due to masses 

of tanks (es was believed in 1940) but was 
owing to the 

"coordinated use of all the wee.pons in the 
panzer division 

in the complete control exercised by commanders 
during 

operations, and in cooperation with planes. 111 

From the beginning, panzer soldiers were an elite. 

It is likely the knowledge of their danger and a recogni

tion of their constant presence fortified the courage of 

the tank crew. And although a number of weapons could 

penetrate a tank's armored skin, it is important to bear 

in mind that armored protection is defensive and has 

never been considered a tank's principal asset. 

, 

By combining immense f irepower and hitherto unheard 

of mobility with supporting airpower, the panzer di visions 

produced the most daring, innovative tactics of this 

century. 

Knocking out the most hi fh l y- rated armies in 

Europe, they were robbed of total continental domination 

only by the geographic accident of the sea shielding 

Britain, and the endless steppes of Russia. It also should 

ths of the war, be remembered that, to within the last mon 

Were Stl.·11 capable of staggering German panzer divisions 

the Allied armies. 

15. 
1 t " Newsweek, August ~-, 1941, P• 

"Par:zer Juggernau s, 



Hist o r y h as ra r e ly p rodu ced a new mode of warfare 

d s o suddenly and prevailed as thorouahl~ 
s ppee. r e c " 

which 
er divisions of Nazi Germany. 

did the panz 
e.s 
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"Sup reme exes 11 e ne e c onsist s in 
resistance wi th out fight ing ." breaking the enemy's 

"Military tactics are like unto 
water· r . t natural course runs away from hi h ' or water in 

1 s s · th g Places d downwa r ds. o in war' e way to a void h an hastens 
to strike what is weak. 11 w at is strong is 

"He will conquer who has learnt th 
h · th t f e artifice of d tion. su e is e ar o manoeuvring." evia-

"Rapidity is the essence of war~ take ad vant 
enemy 's unreadiness, make y our way by unexpected age ~f the 
and attack une1uarded spots." rou es, 

"Generally in war the best polic y is to take 
8 

state 
intact : to ru i n i t i s i n f e r i or to th i s . " 

"The worst policy is to attack cities. Attack cities 
only when there is no alternative." 

---Sun Tzu, The Art of War (500 B.C.) 

"The whole art of war consists in a well-reasoned and 
extremely circumspect defensive, followed by rapid and 
audacious attack. 11 

"The moral is to the physical as three to one." 

---Napoleon 

"Mystify , mislead, and surprise." 

- - -Thomas "Stonewall" J ackson 

"Git thar fu st with thuh most men." 

N th Be dford Forrest --- a an 

ld not achieve 
. "People have killed onl y whe~ the :v couened strategy , 

their aim in other wa y s. There is a broa~emoralize the 
with intellectu al weapons. Why should~ tt and more 
enemy by military means if I can do so e er 

cheapl y in other wa y s. the enemy from within, to 
Our strate gy is to destroy 

conquer him thro1Jgh himse 1 f • " 
---Adolf Hitler 
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